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The holiday of Rosh Hashana is certainly a multi-faceted one according to Jewish tradition. Its observance 
generally includes spending a large amount of time in shul in prayer, which includes the recitation of 
the unique additions to the Mussaf service of Malchuyot, Zichronot, and Shofarot, eating festive meals 
including the simanim (foods eaten on Rosh Hashana as an auspicious omen, such as apples), and reciting 
tashlich next to a body of water. However, the primary mitzva associated with Rosh Hashana, and the 
only biblical one, is the mitzva of tekiat shofar, blowing the shofar. For this reason, we will focus on the 
blowing of the shofar in this shiur, and address a number of issues and practical halachot related to this 
significant mitzva. 1

The Torah presents the mitzva of blowing shofar twice in the sections discussing the various chagim 
(holidays).

!. In this framework, we will focus mainly on aspects of shofar that are relevant to everyone. We will not address many other 
aspects of the mitzva that are more pertinent to the ba’al hatokea, the one who blows the shofar, such as the length of the blasts, 
mistakes made during the blowing, and the halachot of the shofar itself.

�� Vayikra 23:24
Speak to the children of Israel, saying: In the seventh month, on 
the first of the month, it shall be a Sabbath for you, a remembrance 
of [Israel through] the shofar blast, a holy occasion.

	 .ďė:Ďė ČĤģĕđ
 ĕ üĞĕ üč ø Ĉăĥ ÿĐ Ĉĥ þďāē ÿăč :ĤāĚČ ýĘ ,Ę ýČ ĀĤ øĉĥ üĕ ĕ ýĜ øăč-Ę þČ Ĥ ýăč ÿăď
 ě āđĤ øė üĒ  À  ě āđĦ Āăč ÿ Ĉĥ  ę þė ĀĘ  Đ þĕ øĐ üĕ  , Ĉĥ þďāē ÿĘ  ď Āē þČ øăč

: Ĉĥ þďāģ-Č ĀĤ øģ üĚ ,Đ ĀĞ ăđĤ øăĦ

�� Bamidbar 29:1
And in the seventh month, on the first day, there shall be a holy 
convocation for you; you shall not perform any mundane work. 
It shall be a day of shofar sounding for you.

	 .Č:Ĕė ĤčďĚč
 Ĉĥ þďāģ-Č ĀĤ øģ üĚ , Ĉĥ þďāē ÿĘ ď Āē þČ øăč ĕ üĞĕ üč ø Ĉăĥ ÿĐ Ĉĥ þďāē ÿč ăđ
 : ăđ ĉĥ úĞ ÿĦ ČŞ ,Đ Āďāč úĞ Ħ þėČ þĘ øĚ-Ę Āăė À ę þė ĀĘ Đ þĕ øĐ üĕ

:ę þė ĀĘ Đ þĕ øĐ üĕ ,Đ ĀĞ ăđĤ øăĦ ę āđĕ

The Torah does not offer a reason for this mitzva, but the Sefer HaChinuch suggests that since Rosh 
Hashana is considered the Yom HaDin, the Day of Judgment, the shofar serves as an arousal to doing 
teshuva (repentance) and conquering our yetzer hara (evil inclination).

�� Sefer HaChinuch, Mitzva 405
The basis of the mitzva [is the following]: Since man is a phys-
ical being, he will not awaken unless something provokes him, 
such as in the case of war, where they blow and shout in order 
to properly arouse themselves to wage war. Similarly, on Rosh 
Hashana, which is the day designated from time immemorial 
to judge all the creatures of the world [we blow the shofar for 
the same reason]…

	 .ĐĦ ĐđĢĚ | ĖđĜĕēĐ ĤĠĝ
 ČĘ ĤĚđē ĘĞč ęďČĐĥ ĕĠĘ ,ĐđđĢĚĐ ĕĥĤĥĚ
 ĖĤďė ,ĤĤđĞĚ ďĕ ĘĞ ęČ ĕė ęĕĤčďĘ ĤĤđĞĦĕ
 , đēĕĤĢĕ ğČ đĞĕĤĕ ,ĐĚēĘĚĐ ĦĞč ęďČ ĕĜč
 ęđĕč ěė ęĎđ ,ĐĚēĘĚĘ ĐĠĕ đĤĤđĞĦĕĥ ĕďė
 ěđďĘ ęďģĚ ďĞđĜĐ ęđĕĐ ČđĐĥ ,ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ

ºęĘđĞ ĕČč Ęė đč
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therefore each person needs to arouse his own nature to ask 
for mercy for his sins from the Master of Mercy. For God is a 
merciful and compassionate God, who bears sin, iniquity, and 
transgression and cleanses those who return to Him with all of 
their heart. The sound of the shofar greatly arouses the hearts of 
all who hear it, and certainly this is so concerning the sound of 
the terua, i.e., the broken sound. Aside from the arousal provided 
by it, it also serves as a reminder for a person, that when he hears 
the broken blasts, he should shatter the evil inclination in his 
heart for the desires of the world and for sin…

". For example, the Rambam in Hilchot Teshuva (#:$) famously states that it hints at repentance (similar to the Sefer HaChinuch) 
and uses the expression “wake up, you who sleep, from your slumber… and inspect your deeds, repent, and remember your 
Creator.” In addition, Rav Saadia Gaon offers ten different reasons for the mitzva (two are the ones mentioned here), and many 
later commentaries also suggest various explanations. [Addition of the English editors] 

 ĥģčĘ  đĞčĔ ĤĕĞĐĘ  ďēČ  Ęė  ĖĕĤĢ  ěė  ĘĞ
 ĘČ ĕė ,ęĕĚēĤĐ ěđďČĚ đĕČĔē ĘĞ ęĕĚēĤ
 ĐČĔēđ ĞĥĠđ ěđđĞ ČĥđĜ ,ČđĐ ęđēĤđ ěđĜē
 ĤĠđĥĐ Ęđģđ .ęčĕĘ Ęėč đĕĘČ ęĕčĥĘ ĐģĜđ
 Ęđģ ěėĥ Ęėđ ,đĕĞĚđĥ Ęė čĘ ĐčĤĐ ĤĤđĞĚ
 ďčĘĚđ  .ĤčĥĜĐ  ĘđģĐ  ĤĚđĘė  ,ĐĞđĤĦĐ
 ,Ĥčďč ĤėĒ ęďČĘ đĘ ĥĕ ,đčĥ ĦđĤĤđĞĦĐĐ
 ęĘđĞĐ  ĦđđČĦč  ĞĤĐ  đčĕĘ  ĤĢĕ  Ĥđčĥĕĥ

ºęĕĤčĥĜ ĦđĘđģ đĞĚđĥč ,ęĕČĔēčđ

Another reason given for blowing the shofar on Rosh Hashana is based on the Gemara in Rosh Hashana 
that mentions that the blowing conjures up the memory of Akeidat Yitzchak (the binding of Yitzchak 
on the altar).

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 16a
Rabbi Abbahu said: Why does one sound a blast with a shofar 
from a ram’s horn on Rosh Hashana? The Holy One, Blessed 
be He, said: Sound a blast before Me with a shofar from a 
ram’s horn, so that I will remember for you the binding of 
Isaac, son of Abraham, and I will ascribe it to you as if you 
had bound yourselves before Me.

	 ..ĒĔ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 Ęĥ ĤĠđĥč ěĕĞģđĦ ĐĚĘ :đĐčČ ĕčĤ  ĤĚČ
 ĕĜĠĘ đĞģĦ :ČđĐ ĖđĤč ĥđďģĐ ĤĚČ À ?ĘĕČ
 ĦďĕģĞ ęėĘ ĤđėĒČĥ ĕďė ,ĘĕČ Ęĥ ĤĠđĥč
 đĘĕČė ęėĕĘĞ ĕĜČ ĐĘĞĚđ ,ęĐĤčČ ěč ģēĢĕ

.ĕĜĠĘ ęėĚĢĞ ęĦďģĞ

In addition to the aforementioned reasons, many other reasons are given by the commentaries in order 
to explain the essence of this mitzva. 2
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In order to properly understand the halachic parameters of the mitzva of shofar, it is important to clarify 
the nature of the mitzva: Is the essence of the mitzva to blow the shofar or to hear the shofar? On one 
hand, it is of course impossible to hear the shofar without it being blown, and only when it is blown does 
one hear it. If so, perhaps the mitzva is the blowing of the shofar, and whenever one person is appointed 
to blow, all those that hear the blasts are considered as having blown themselves. On the other hand, 
perhaps there is no mitzva to blow at all and the mitzva is to hear the shofar. If so, all those who hear 
it fulfill the mitzva simply through listening (including the blower himself ), and the blowing is only a 
means in order to be able to hear the shofar. A practical halachic ramification of this question is whether 
the wording of the beracha should be “lishmoa kol shofar,” “to hear the sound of the shofar” or “al tekiat 
shofar,” “on the blowing of the shofar.” From the language of the Rambam in the Mishneh Torah, it is 
clear that he holds that the essence of the mitzva is to hear the shofar.

�� Rambam, Hilchot Shofar 1:1, 3
!. It is a positive biblical commandment to hear the sound 
of the shofar on Rosh Hashana, as it says: “It shall be a day of 
blowing for you”…
". …If one blew with a stolen shofar, he has fulfilled his obliga-
tion; as the commandment is only listening to the sound –  
even though the listener did not touch it or pick it up, [he has 
fulfilled his obligation]; and there is no law of theft regard-
ing the sound…

	 .Ď ,Č:Č ĤĠđĥ ĪĘĐ | ęīčĚĤ
 ĦĞđĤĦ  ĞđĚĥĘ  ĐĤđĦ  Ęĥ  ĐĥĞ  ĦđđĢĚ  .Č
 ĐĞđĤĦ  ęđĕÃ  :ĤĚČĜĥ  ,ĐĜĥĐ  ĥČĤč  ĤĠđĥĐ

º(Čĕ ,Ĕė ĤčďĚč) īęėĘ ĐĕĐĕ
 ĐđđĢĚĐ ěĕČĥ ,ČĢĕ À đč ĞģĦĥ ĘđĒĎĐ ĤĠđĥº .Ď
 ČĘđ đč ĞĎĜ ČĘĥ ĕĠ ĘĞ ğČ ,ĘđģĐ ĦĞĕĚĥč ČĘČ

ºĘĒĎ ěĕď Ęđģč ěĕČđ ,ĞĚđĥĐ đĐĕčĎĐ

The Rambam in his responsa also states explicitly that the mitzva is to hear the shofar.

�� Responsa of the Rambam, Siman 142
Question: what is the difference between the [language of] 
“to hear the sound of the shofar” and “blowing the shofar”?
Answer: The distinction is very great indeed. For the mitzva 
is not to blow the shofar, rather to hear the shofar.

	 .čĚģ ěĚĕĝ | ęīčĚĤĐ Ħīđĥ
 īĤĠđĥ  Ęđģ  ĞđĚĥĘÃ  ěĕč  ĘďčĐĐ  ĐĚ  :ĐĘČĥ

?īĤĠđĥ ĦĞĕģĦ ĘĞÃ ěĕčđ
 ĐĒđ  .ďđČĚ  ĘđďĎ  ęĐĕĜĕč  ĘďčĐĐ  :ĐčđĥĦĐ
 ČĘČ  ,ĐĞĕģĦĐ  ĐĜĕČ  ĦčĕĕđēĚĐ  ĐđđĢĚĐĥ

ºĐĞĕģĦĐ ĦĞĕĚĥ

In contrast to the Rambam, Rabbeinu Tam (cited by the Rosh) and the Sefer Mitzvot Gedolot (Semag) 
hold that the essence of the mitzva is to blow the shofar.

�� Rosh, Rosh Hashana 4:10
…Rabbeinu Tam writes that one must recite the blessing of 
“al tekiat shofar” (on blowing the shofar), for that action [the 
blowing] is the completion of the mitzva.

	 .ĕ:ď ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ | ĥīČĤ
 ĦĞĕģĦ  ĘĞÃ  ĖĤčĘ  ĥĕĥ  ,čĦė  ęĦ  đĜčĤđº

.ĐĦđđĢĚ ĤĚĎ ČĕĐ ĐĦĕĕĥĞď ęđĥĚ ,īĤĠđĥ
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�� Sefer Mitzvot Gadol, Positive Mitzvot, 
Siman 42

It is a positive mitzva to blow the shofar on Rosh Hashana, as it 
says, “it shall be a day of blowing for you.”

	 . ěĕĥĞ | ĘđďĎ ĦđđĢĚ ĤĠĝ
čĚ ěĚĕĝ

 ,ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤč ĤĠđĥč ĞđģĦĘ ĐĥĞ ĦđĢĚ
 ĤčďĚč)  īęėĘ  ĐĕĐĕ  ĐĞđĤĦ  ęđĕÃ  ĤĚČĜĥ

.(Čĕ ,Ĕė

The simple reading of the Gemara in Rosh Hashana cited in the next source seems to support the 
opinion of the Rambam that the essence of the mitzva is to hear the shofar, since it states that one who 
blows the shofar into a pit does not fulfill his obligation if the sound he heard was an echo, but those 
standing in the pit do fulfill their obligation, as they heard the blasts directly.

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 27b
It was taught in the Mishna: If one blows a shofar into a pit or 
into a cistern, he has not fulfilled his obligation if he heard the 
echo. Rav Huna says: They taught this only with respect to 
those standing at the edge of the pit. But those standing in 
the pit itself have fulfilled their obligation.

	 .:Ēė ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 ĤĚČ .Īđėđ īĦđďĐ ĖđĦĘ đČ ĤđčĐ ĖđĦĘ ĞģđĦĐÃ
 ĘĞ ęĕďĚđĞĐ ěĦđČĘ ČĘČ đĜĥ ČĘ :ČĜđĐ čĤ
.đČĢĕ À Ĥđčč ěĕďĚđĞĐ ěĦđČ ĘčČ ,ĤđčĐ ĦĠĥ

The Tur in fact quotes this passage from the Gemara in support of the opinion of the Rambam that the 
mitzva is to hear the shofar.

�� Tur, Orach Chaim Siman 585
Before one blows, one must recite the beracha “to hear the sound 
of the shofar [lishmoa kol shofar]” and not “to blow [litkoa],” as 
it [fulfilling the mitzva] is not dependent on blowing the shofar, 
but on hearing it. As we learned in the Mishna: One who blows 
into a pit has not fulfilled his obligation.

		 .ĐĠģĦ ěĚĕĝ ēīđČ | ĤđĔ
 īĤĠđĥ Ęđģ ĞđĚĥĘÃ ĖĤčĕ ,ĞģĦĕĥ ęďđģđ
 ČĦĘĕĚ ČĕĘĦ ĐĞĕģĦč đČĘď ,īĞđģĦĘÃ ČĘđ
 ĤđčĐ ĖđĦĘ ĞģđĦĐÃ :ěĜĦďė ,ĞĚđĥč ČĘČ

.(:Ēė ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ) īČĢĕ ČĘ Īđė

However, other sugyot seem to support the opinion of Rabbeinu Tam that the essence of the mitzva 
is blowing, such as the Mishna in Rosh Hashana that states that one can only fulfill the obligation of 
shofar if the person whom one heard blow it is obligated in the mitzva himself. The reason is that if the 
obligation was merely to hear the shofar, it should not matter whether the one blowing it is obligated 
in the mitzva or not.

�� Mishna, Rosh Hashana 3:8
…A deaf-mute, a mentally deranged individual, or a minor may 
not fulfill the obligation on behalf of others. This is the general 
rule: All those who are not obligated with regard to a [particular] 
matter cannot fulfill the obligation on behalf of others.

		 .ē:Ď ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ | ĐĜĥĚ
 ĦČ  ěĕČĕĢđĚ  ěĕČ  À  ěĔģđ  ĐĔđĥ  ,ĥĤēº
 đĜĕČĥ  Ęė  :ĘĘėĐ  ĐĒ  .ěĦčđē  ĕďĕ  ęĕčĤĐ
 ęĕčĤĐ  ĦČ  ČĕĢđĚ  đĜĕČ  À  Ĥčďč  čĕĕđēĚ

.ěĦčđē ĕďĕ
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In order to resolve this mishna with the opinion of the Rambam, the Chazon Ish explains that the nature 
of the mitzva of shofar is unique: The mitzva is to hear the shofar, as the Rambam stated, yet one must 
hear it from a person who is obligated in the mitzva, as one has to hear a shofar sound that qualifies as 
a mitzva, i.e., from one who is obligated. A similar phenomenon exists regarding the mitzva of tzitzit, 
where one who is obligated must tie the knots, even though the mitzva is to wear the garment. So too 
here, even though the mitzva is to hear the shofar, nevertheless, the “hechsher mitzva,” the preparation 
for the mitzva, i.e., the blowing, must be done by one who is obligated.

#. Rav Soloveitchik (Rosh Hashana Machzor, p. $$%) offers a very similar explanation that listening alone is insufficient to fulfill 
the mitzva. Rather, the one who blows must also have the express intent to fulfill the obligation on the part of the listeners. 
[Addition of the English editors] 

$. It should be noted that the Rema adds here that the same berachot are recited even when the tokea (blower) has already ful-
filled his obligation previously. However, some Acharonim hold that in that case, it is preferable for those listening to recite the 
beracha themselves. See Mishna Berura &%&:& and Piskei Teshuvot there. In addition, it should be noted that there is a dispute 
whether shehechiyanu is recited on the second day of Rosh Hashana. According to the Shulchan Aruch ('((:#), it is not recited, 
while according to the Rema, it is recited. [Addition of the English editors]

�� Chazon Ish, Orach Chaim 29:4
Similarly, regarding the blowing of the shofar, one only fulfills 
the obligation of hearing if it is from the sound of a shofar that 
qualifies as a mitzva. Therefore, one cannot fulfill the obliga-
tion through [the blast of] a deaf mute, mentally deranged 
individual, or minor, or one blowing absentmindedly. Similarly, 
[one does not fulfill the obligation] if one’s fellow [who is 
blowing] did not intend to fulfill the obligation on his behalf, 
as for him [the listener] it is not considered a sound of the 
shofar that constitutes a mitzva… "

		 .ď:Ĕė ēīđČ | ĥĕČ ěđĒē
 ĐĞĕĚĥč ČĢđĕ đĜĕČ À ĤĠđĥ ĦĞĕģĦ ěĕĕĜĞĘ ěėđ
 ČĢđĕ đĜĕČ ĖėĘĐđ ,ĐđđĢĚ Ęĥ ĤĠđĥ Ęđģč ČĘČ
 ČĘĥė ěėđ .ģĝĞĦĚĚ ČĘđ ěĔģđ ĐĔđĥ ĥĤēĚ
 Ęđģ  ĕđđĐ  ČĘ  ĐĕďĕďĘď  ,đČĕĢđĐĘ  đĤčē  ěđđĕė

ºĐđđĢĚ Ęĥ ĤĠđĥ

The Shulchan Aruch rules in accordance with the Rambam that the formulation of the beracha is in fact 
“to hear the sound of the shofar.”

�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 585:2
Before one blows, one should recite the beracha of “to hear 
the sound of the shofar” and recite the beracha of shehechiyanu. #

		 .č:ĐĠģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ĖĤčĕđ  ĤĠđĥ  Ęđģ  ĞĚĥĘ  ĖĤčĕ  ĞģĦĕĥ ęďđģ

.đĜĕēĐĥ
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Another important issue to analyze concerning the blowing of the shofar is how many shofar blasts 
one must hear in order to fulfill the mitzva, and what type of sound they must be. The Gemara in Rosh 
Hashana addresses this issue after first deriving that we indeed use a shofar to fulfill the mitzva of blowing 
on Rosh Hashana from the halacha of blowing the shofar during the Yovel (Jubilee) year. Following that, 
it derives that each series of tekiot (shofar blasts) consists of a longer blast, known as a tekia, followed by 
a series of shorter blasts, known as terua, followed by another tekia.

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 33b
The Sages taught in a baraita: From where is it derived that the 
soundings of Rosh Hashana must be performed with a shofar? 
The verse states: “Then you shall make proclamation with 
the blast of the shofar on the tenth day of the seventh month…” 
(Vayikra $%:&). From this I have derived only with regard to 
Yom Kippur of the Jubilee Year. From where do I derive that 
the soundings of Rosh Hashana must also be with a shofar? The 
verse states: “Of the seventh month.” Since there is no need 
for the verse to state: “Of the seventh month,” as it already 
states: “On the Day of Atonement,” what is the meaning when 
the verse states: “Of the seventh month”? This comes to teach 
that all the obligatory soundings of the seventh month must

		 .:ĎĘ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 :ĤĚđĘ  ďđĚĘĦ  ?Ĥ ĀĠ āđ Ĉĥ øăč þ Ĉĥ  ěĕĕĜĚ  :ěĜčĤ  đĜĦ
 ěĕČ .(Ĕ ,Đė ČĤģĕđ) īĐĞđĤĦ ĤĠđĥ ĦĤčĞĐđÃ
 ďđĚĘĦ ?ěĕĕĜĚ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤč ,Ęčđĕč ČĘČ ĕĘ
 ĤĚđĘ ďđĚĘĦ ěĕČĥ ,īĕĞĕčĥĐ ĥďđēčÃ ĤĚđĘ
 ĥďēčÃ ĤĚđĘ ďđĚĘĦ ĐĚđ , īĕĞĕčĥĐ ĥďēčÃ
 ĥďđē  Ęĥ  ĦđĞđĤĦ  Ęė  đĕĐĕĥ  ?īĕĞĕčĥĐ

.ĐĒė ĐĒ ĕĞĕčĥ
 :ĤĚđĘ  ďđĚĘĦ  ?ĐĕĜĠĘ  ĐĔđĥĠĥ  ěĕĕĜĚđ
 ĐĔđĥĠĥ ěĕĜĚđ  .īĐĞđĤĦ ĤĠđĥ ĦĤčĞĐđÃ

.īĤĠđĥ đĤĕčĞĦÃ :ĤĚđĘ ďđĚĘĦ ?ĐĕĤēČĘ

be similar to one another.
And from where is it derived that the terua sound is preceded by a straight blast, i.e., a tekia? The verse 
states: “Then you shall make proclamation with the blast of the shofar [shofar terua]” (Vayikra $%:&). 
And from where is it derived that the terua sound is followed by a straight blast? The same verse states 
again: “You shall make proclamation with the shofar.”

The Shulchan Aruch rules in accordance with this principle, but also adds (based on another passage 
found in the Mishna) that one must blow the series of tekia-terua-tekia three times, for a total of nine blasts.

�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 590:1
How many blasts does one have to hear on Rosh Hashana? Nine, 
as it says “terua” regarding the Jubilee year and Rosh Hashana 
three times. Each terua has a straight blast [tekia] preceding it 
and a straight blast [tekia] after it. And there is a tradition that 
all the blasts of the seventh month are the same, both those of 
Rosh Hashana and those of Yom Kippur during the Jubilee year. 
Each one has nine blasts: Tekia-terua-tekia; tekia- terua-tekia; 
tekia-terua-tekia.

		 .Č:ĢģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ĥČĤč  ĞđĚĥĘ  ęďČ  čĕĕē  ĦđĞĕģĦ  ĐĚė
 Ęčđĕč īĐĞđĤĦÃ :ĤĚČĜĥ ĕĠĘ ,ĞĥĦ ?ĐĜĥĐ
 À ĐĞđĤĦ Ęėđ ,ęĕĚĞĠ ĥđĘĥ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤčđ 
 ĕĠĚđ  ,ĐĕĤēČĘ  ĐĔđĥĠđ  ĐĕĜĠĘ  ĐĔđĥĠ
 ĥďđē  Ęĥ  ĦđĞđĤĦ  Ęėĥ  ,đďĚĘ  ĐĞđĚĥĐ
 ęđĕč ěĕč ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤč ěĕč ,ěĐ ďēČ ĕĞĕčĥĐ
 ěĕĞģđĦ ĦđĞĕģĦ ĞĥĦ À Ęčđĕ Ęĥ ęĕĤđĠĕėĐ

.ĦīĤĦ ,ĦīĤĦ ,ĦīĤĦ :ęĐĕĜĥĚ ďēČ Ęėč
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The nature of a tekia is relatively straightforward: It is a longer type of sound. 5 But what exactly is the nature 
of the terua, the shorter blasts? The Gemara in Rosh Hashana in the section immediately preceding the 
previous passage presents a dispute about this issue. One opinion holds that a terua is three very short 
blasts, what we call a terua, which represents a short cry, while the other holds that a terua consists of 
three slightly longer blasts, what we call shevarim, which represents a slightly longer cry.

&. The question of the actual minimum length of a tekia is a bit complex and depends on the length of the terua, which itself var-
ies for each set (depending on whether a shevarim, terua, or shevarim-terua is blown). The details of this subject are beyond the 
purview of this shiur but are dealt with at length in the Shulchan Aruch (siman &)() and commentaries there as well as by Rav 
Moshe Harari, Mikra’ei Kodesh, Hilchot Rosh Hashana. [Addition of the English editors] 

'. It should be noted that although the simple meaning of this line is that one must blow three short sounds for each terua blast 
(which is the interpretation of Rashi), other Rishonim understand each of these short sounds of the terua to equal three even 
shorter sounds, for a total of nine. The poskim dispute which approach is accepted as the halacha, but the accepted custom is 
to blow nine very short sounds for each terua, as is well-known. [Addition of the English editors] 

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 33b
The Mishna states: The length of a terua is equal to three 
whimpers. ' But isn’t it taught in a baraita that the length of 
a terua is equal to the length of three shevarim, i.e., broken 
blasts, which presumably are longer than whimpers? Abaye 
said: In this matter, the tanna’im certainly disagree. As it 
is written: “It is a day of sounding [terua] the shofar to 
you” (Bamidbar $&:!), and we translate this as: It is a day 
of yevava to you. And it is written about the mother of 
Sisera: “Through the window she looked forth, and the 
mother of Sisera wailed [vateyabev]” (Shoftim %:$(). One 
Sage holds that this means moanings, broken sighs, called 
shevarim. And one Sage, the tanna of the Mishna, holds that 
it means whimpers, called teruot.

		 .:ĎĘ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 ĤđĞĕĥ :ČĕĜĦĐđ .Ħđččĕ ĥĘĥė ĐĞđĤĦ ĤđĞĕĥ
 ĕČďđ ČĐč :ĕĕčČ ĤĚČ !ęĕĤčĥ ĐĥĘĥė ĐĞđĤĦ
 ĤčďĚč) īęėĘ ĐĕĐĕ ĐĞđĤĦ ęđĕÃ čĕĦėď ,ĕĎĕĘĠ
 .īěđėĘ  ČĐĕ  Čččĕ  ęđĕÃ  :ěĜĕĚĎĤĦĚđ  ,(Čĕ  ,Ĕė
 Đ ĀĠ øģ ø Ĉĥ üĜ ě āđ ăĘ ÿē ÿĐ ď ÿĞ øăčÃ :ČĤĝĕĝď ĐĕĚĕČč čĕĦėđ
 :Ĥčĝ ĤĚ .(ēė ,Đ ęĕĔĠđĥ) īČ ĀĤ øĝĕ üĝ ę ýČ č ýăč ÿĕ ø ăĦ ÿđ
 ĖĤďė  ,đčĕĘĚ  ēĜđĎĐ  ęďČė  :ĕīĥĤ)  ēĜĎ  ĕēđĜĎ
 :Ĥčĝ  ĤĚđ  ,(ěĐĕĦđēĕĜĎč  ěĕėĕĤČĚĥ  ęĕĘđēĐ

.ĘĕĘĕ ĕĘđĘĕ

The Gemara in Rosh Hashana also records an enactment of Rabbi Abbahu that one should blow a 
shevarim together with a terua since he was uncertain as to which was the correct form of the terua 
according to the Torah.

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 34a
Rabbi Abbahu instituted in Caesarea: First a tekia; next 
three shevarim, broken sounds; followed by a terua, a series 
of short blasts; and, finally, another tekia. The Gemara asks: 
Whichever way you look at it, this is difficult. If the sound 
the Torah calls a terua is a whimpering, i.e., short, consecutive 
sounds, one should perform a tekia-terua-tekia set. And if 
he holds that a terua is moaning,i.e., longer, broken sounds, 

		 ..ďĘ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 ĐĥĘĥ  ,ĐĞĕģĦ  :ĕĤĝĕģč  đĐčČ  ĕčĤ  ěĕģĦČ
 ĕĘđĘĕ ĕČ ?ĖĥĠĜ ĐĚ .ĐĞĕģĦ ,ĐĞđĤĦ ,ęĕĤčĥ
 ĕēđĜĎ ĕČđ ,ĐĞĕģĦđ ĐĞđĤĦ ĐĞĕģĦ ďĕčĞĘ À ĘĕĘĕ
 !ĐĞĕģĦđ ęĕĤčĥ ĐĥĘĥ ĐĞĕģĦ ďĕčĞĘ À ēĜĎ

.ĘĕĘĕ ĕĘđĘĕ ĕČ ,ēĜĎ ĕēđĜĎ ĕČ ĐĕĘ ČģĠĝĚ

he should sound: Tekia, three shevarim, and then another tekia. Why include both a terua and a shevarim? 
The Gemara answers: Rabbi Abbahu was uncertain whether a terua means moaning or whimpering.

The Shulchan Aruch rules in accordance with Rabbi Abbahu that one should blow three series of tekia-
shevarim-terua-tekia, but also states that as part of this expanded obligation, one should blow three 
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series of tekia-shevarim-tekia and tekia-terua-tekia as well, as any one of these combinations may be the 
correct understanding of the terua.

�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 590:2
This terua mentioned in the Torah – we are in doubt if this 
is the whimpering known as terua or whether it is what we 
call shevarim, or perhaps both of them together. Therefore, 
in order to remove any doubt, one must blow tashrat (tekia- 
shevarim-terua-tekia) three times, tashat (tekia-shevarim-tekia) 
three times, and tarat (tekia-terua-tekia) three times.

		 .č:ĢģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ęČ  đĜĘ  ģĠĦĝĜ  ,ĐĤđĦč  ĐĤđĚČĐ  đĒ  ĐĞđĤĦ
 ČĕĐ ęČ đČ ,īĐĞđĤĦÃ ęĕĤđģ đĜČĥ ĐĘĘĕĐ ČĕĐ
 ęĐĕĜĥ ęĐ ęČ đČ ,īęĕĤčĥÃ ęĕĤđģ đĜČĥ ĐĚ
 ĞđģĦĘ ĖĕĤĢ ,ģĠĝ ĕďĕ ĦČĢĘ ĕďė ,ĖėĕĠĘ .ďēĕ
 ,ęĕĚĞĠ ĥđĘĥ ĦīĥĦđ ,ęĕĚĞĠ ĥđĘĥ ĦīĤĥĦ

.ęĕĚĞĠ ĥđĘĥ ĦīĤĦđ

The Mishna Berura elaborates on the uncertainty described in the Shulchan Aruch and the method of 
resolving it based on the sources we have seen above.

�� Mishna Berura 590:5–6
We are in doubt – The fact that we translate “terua” as “yevava” 
shows that it is a sound that a person makes when crying and 
wailing. Yet we are still in doubt whether this refers to some-
one who moans from his heart, similar to those who are sick 
who make short sighs one after the other that are slightly 
elongated, which is called “goneach.” This is how people start 
to cry, and is what we call “shevarim.” Or perhaps this refers to 
one who cries and whimpers, making short sounds one after 
the other, which is what we call “terua”; or perhaps it [terua] 
is both of these sounds together.
Tashat three times – And one does not fulfill one’s obligation 
by hearing the tashrat (tekia-shevarim-terua-tekia) combina-
tion, for perhaps the Torah intended only that the shevarim 
be blown, in which case there is a break between the shevarim 
blast and the last tekia blast with the terua [in between]. For 
this reason, one must also blow the tarat (tekia-terua-tekia) 
combination, and does not fulfill one’s obligation with the 
tashrat. For perhaps the Torah’s intent was for the terua alone, 
and there is a break because of the shevarim between the [first] 
tekia and the terua.

		 .đÀĐ:ĢģĦ | ĐĤđĤč ĐĜĥĚ
 À  īĐĞđĤĦÃ  ěĜĕĚĎĤĦĚďĚ  À  Īđėđ  đĜĘ  ģĠĦĝĜ
 ĞĕĚĥĚ  ęďČĥ Ęđģė  ČđĐĥ ,ČĚĘČ  īČččĕÃ
 ěĕĞďđĕ  đĜČ  ěĕČ  ěĕĕďĞđ  .ĘĕĘĕĕĚđ  Đėđč  ČđĐĥė
 ĐĘđēĐ ĖĤďė À đčĕĘĚ ēĜđĎĐ ęďČė ČđĐ ęČ
 ĖĕĤČĚđ Ęđģ ĤēČ Ęđģ ęĕĤĢģ ĦđĘđģ ĞĕĚĥĚĥ
 ĖĤď  ČđĐđ  ,īēĜđĎÃ  ČĤģĜĐ  ČđĐđ  ,ĦĢģ  ęĐč
 ěĕĤđģ đĜČĥ ĐĚ đĐĒđ ,đĦĕĕėč ĦĘĕēĦč ĐėđčĐ
 ĞĕĚĥĚĥ ,ěĜđģĚđ ĘĕĘĕĕĚĐ ęďČė đČ À īęĕĤčĥÃ
 đĜČĥ ĐĚ ČđĐđ ,ĐĒĘ ĐĒ ĦđĠđėĦ ĦđĤĢģ ĦđĘđģ

.ďēČė ęĐĕĜĥ ČđĐ ęČ đČ ,īĐĞđĤĦÃ ěĕĤđģ
 ĐĚč ČĢđĕ  ěĕČđ À Īđėđ ęĕĚĞĠ ĥđĘĥ ĦīĥĦđ
 ĘĞ  ĐĤđĦĐ  ĦĜđđė  ČĚĘĕďď  ,ĦīĤĥĦ  ĞģĦĥ
 ęĕĤčĥ ěĕč ĐĞđĤĦč ģĕĝĠĚģđ ,ďđēĘ ęĕĤčĥ
 ęĕĤčĥ  ĞģđĦđ  ĤĒđē  ĖėĘ  ,ĐĜđĤēČ  ĐĞĕģĦĘ
 ęĎ  ĞđģĦĘ  ĖĕĤĢ  ,ęĞĔĐ  ĐĒ  ĦĚēĚđ  .ďđēĘ
 ,ĦīĤĥĦ  ĞģĦĥ  ĐĚč  ČĢđĕ  ěĕČđ  ,ĦīĤĦ  ěė
 ģĕĝĠĐđ ,ďđēĘ ĐĞđĤĦ ĘĞ ĐĤđĦĐ ĦĜđđė ČĚĘďď

.ĐĞđĤĦĘ ĐĞĕģĦ ěĕč ęĕĤčĥč ĐĘĕēĦĚ

Based on the accepted halacha as described, it seems that the basic obligation for hearing the shofar is 
to hear thirty blasts: Twelve of tashrat (the series of tekia-shevarim-terua-tekia is four blasts, three times 
each), nine of tashat (tekia-shevarim-tekia is three blasts, three times each), and nine of tarat (tekia-terua-
tekia is three blasts, three times each).
This is in fact the amount that is usually blown for those individuals who are unable to attend the davening 
in shul or cannot remain for all of the blasts. The accepted custom, though, is to blow one hundred blasts 
in total during the course of the davening, which is divided into a few different segments. The first series 
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of thirty tekiot (shofar blasts) is blown before Mussaf and this series generally fulfills the Torah obligation 
of the mitzva. The second series of thirty is generally blown during the repetition of the Mussaf Amida, 7 
with ten being blown after each of the additional berachot of Malchuyot, Zichronot and Shofarot. 8 The 
final forty are usually blown following the end of the repetition, toward the end of the davening.
The concept of blowing one hundred tekiot is already mentioned by the Aruch, cited in Tosafot.

*. In some communities, mainly Chassidic and Sephardic communities (or those who follow Nusach Sefard) the custom is to also 
blow thirty tekiot during the silent Amida in addition to the thirty in the repetition, in which case only ten tekiot are blown at 
the end of davening. This custom is already mentioned in the Aruch cited below. [Addition of the English editors] 

%. We will discuss the nature of the first thirty blasts, known as the tekiot d’meyushav, and the second thirty, known as the tekiot 
d’me’umad, and the difference between them, at more length in the following section. [Addition of the English editors] 

). See footnote * above. 

�� Tosafot, Rosh Hashana 33b
…The Aruch also explains that they would do this, (as he explains 
in his entry “erev”): Those who are stringent to blow thirty when 
seated and thirty silently [in the silent Mussaf Amida] & and thirty 
during the order [of the repetition of the Amida], this is paral-
lel to the hundred cries of the mother of Sisera. And the other 
ten blasts are at the end of the tefilla, [as mentioned above on 
")a regarding] the sound of the shofar of individuals who are 
blowing themselves, this can make it ten: Tashrat tashat tarat, 
totaling one hundred…

		 .:ĎĘ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ | ĦđĠĝđĦ
 ĥĤĕĠĥ ,ěė ěĕĥđĞ đĕĐĥ ĥĤĕĠ ĕĚĜ ĖđĤĞčđº
 [ĕďčĞđ]  ĕĤĚēĚď  ěĕĘĐď  ,īčĤĞÃ  ĖĤĞč
 ĥēĘč  ęĕĥđĘĥđ  ,ěĕčĦĕďė  ęĕĥđĘĥ
 ĦđĕĞĠ  ĐČĚ  ďĎĜė  À  ĤďĝĐ  ĘĞ  ęĕĥđĘĥđ
 ěđĜĕČ [ĐĤĥĞ] ěĕĘČđ ,ČĤĝĕĝď ĐĕĚĕČ ČĕĞĠď
 ĕČďĕēĕď ČĕĞĕģĦ Ęđģ ĐĘĕĠĦĐ Ęė ěĕĤĚđĎĥė
 ĦīĥĦ ĦīĤĥĦ À [ĐĤĥĞ] ĕđđĐĕĚĘ ĕĞčĦĕĚ

ºĐČĚ ęĐđ ,ĦīĤĦ

According to the Aruch, the significance of the one hundred tekiot is that it corresponds to the one hundred 
cries of Sisera’s mother while waiting for her son, who was a prominent Philistine general, to return 
home during battle with Israel (which he did not, as he was killed by Yael), as described in Sefer Shoftim 
ch. 4–5. Many of the Acharonim mention this custom of blowing one hundred tekiot, including the 
Shulchan Aruch HaRav and the Aruch HaShulchan.

�� Shulchan Aruch HaRav, Orach Chaim 
596:1

…And there are other places where the custom is to blow a total 
of one hundred blasts, meaning that they blow [blasts] after the 
tefilla to complete one hundred blasts together with the tekiot 
d’meyushav (lit. blasts sitting down, i.e., those blown before 
Mussaf) and me’umad (lit. standing up, i.e., those during Mussaf).

		 . ēīđČ | čĤĐ ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
Č:đĢģĦ

 :đĜĕĕĐď  ,ĦđĘđģ  ĐČĚ  ĞđģĦĘ ěĕĎĐđĜ  ĥĕđº
 ĐČĚ  ęĕĘĥĐĘ  ĐĘĕĠĦĐ  ĤēČ  ěĕĞģđĦĥ
.ďĚđĞĚ Ęĥđ čĥđĕĚ Ęĥ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ęĞ ĦđĘđģ

�� Aruch HaShulchan, Orach Chaim 596:1
Our custom is to blow [an amount of blasts] after the tefilla that 
completes a total of one hundred blasts, parallel to the hundred 
wails of the mother of Sisera, as the Aruch writes, as cited by Tosafot 
and the Rosh. The Tur writes in the name of Rav Amram [Gaon]

		 .Č:đĢģĦ ēīđČ | ěēĘđĥĐ ĖđĤĞ
 ęĕĘĥĐĘ ĐĘĕĠĦĐ ĤēČ ĞđģĦĘ ęĕĎĐđĜ đĜēĜČ
 ČĕĞĠď  ĦđĕĞĠ  ĐČĚ  ďĎĜ  ĦđĘđģ  ĐČĚ  ďĞ
 ,ĖđĤĞĐ  čĦėĥ  đĚė  ,ČĤĝĕĝď  ĐĕĚĕČ
 ď  ģĤĠč  ĥīČĤĐđ  ĦđĠĝđĦĐ  đĐđČĕčĐđ
,ęĤĚĞ čĤ ęĥč čĦė ĤđĔĐđ .ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤď
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that after the tefilla we blow a terua gedola without a tekia 
in order to confuse the Satan, but this is not our custom.

 ĐĞĕģĦ ČĘč ĐĘđďĎ ĐĞđĤĦ ěĕĞĕĤĚ ĐĘĕĠĦĐ ĤēČď
.ěė ěĕĎĐđĜ đĜČ ěĕČđ ,ěĔĥĐ ččĤĞĘ ĕďė

What exactly is the connection between Sisera’s mother crying and our blowing of shofar on Rosh 
Hashana? Why would our number of tekiot be based on the amount of her crying? Rav Soloveitchik 
addresses this question and offers a beautiful explanation.

�� 23. Rav Soloveitchik, Rosh Hashanah Machzor pp. 650–652
In the course of her song of praise for this victory, the prophetess Deborah portrayed the mother of Sisera 
waiting at her window for her son’s victorious return from the battle against the Israelites, just as he had 
indeed returned triumphant from the battlefield so many times in the past (Shoftim %:$(). Yet, although 
overtly anticipating her son’s triumphant return, Sisera’s mother tragically sensed that this time, he would 
in fact never come home again…
Why does the story of a pagan mother awaiting her barbaric son form the halachic basis for the customary 
number of shofar sounds that are blown on Rosh Hashana? Because upon hearing the piercing tones of the 
shofar, we must experience a similar emotion to that which she experienced; as we awaken from spiritual 
complacency, we must witness our own illusions being relentlessly shattered. The word terua is defined in 
the Gemara as yebava, a form of the very same word used to depict the rhythmic sobbing of Sisera’s mother, 
as described by Deborah in her song. (Taken from “Before Hashem,” pp. '–(, Lecture on Questions about 
Rosh Hashana)

Rav Moshe Harari (From the Mercaz HaRav yeshiva in Jerusalem) summarizes the customs concerning 
when the tekiot are sounded and the minor difference between Ashkenazim and Sephardim in his popular 
series on the Jewish holidays called Mikra’ei Kodesh.

�� Mikraei Kodesh, Rosh Hashana 11:3
Although according to the strict halacha, it is sufficient 
to hear these thirty blasts on each day of Rosh Hashana; 
nevertheless, the custom of the Ashkenazim is to hear one 
hundred blasts each day. The custom of the Sephardim is to 
hear one hundred and one blasts. The first thirty are blown 
after the reading of the Haftara before Mussaf, and are called 
the tekiot d’meyushav (blasts while sitting down), since the 
people are permitted to sit during these blasts. The rest 
of the blasts are blown during Mussaf and are called tekiot 
d’me’umad (blasts while standing), since one is obligated 
to stand for them.

		 .Ď:Čĕ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ | ĥďđģ ĕČĤģĚ
 ĕĚĕĚ  ęđĕ  Ęėč  ĞđĚĥĘ  ĕď  ěĕďĐ  ĤģĕĞĚĥ  ğČ
 ęđģĚ ĘėĚ ,ĐĘČ ĦđĞĕģĦ ęĕĥđĘĥ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ
 .ęđĕ Ęėč ĦđĞĕģĦ ĐČĚ ĞđĚĥĘ ęĕĒĜėĥČĐ đĎĐĜ
 ĦČ .ĦđĞĕģĦ ĦēČđ ĐČĚ ĞđĚĥĘ đĎĐĜ ęĕďĤĠĝĐđ
 ĤēČĘ ęĕĞģđĦ ĦđĜđĥČĤĐ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ęĕĥđĘĥ
 ĦđČĤģĜ ěĐđ ,ğĝđĚ ĦĘĕĠĦ ĕĜĠĘđ ĐĤĔĠĐĐ ĦČĕĤģ
 ĕČĥĤ ĤđčĕĢĐ ěĐčĥ ěđđĕė) īčĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦÃ
 ĦĘĕĠĦč ęĕĞģđĦ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ĤČĥ ĦČđ ,(ĦčĥĘ

.īďĚđĞĚď ĦđĞĕģĦÃ ĦđČĤģĜ ěĐđ ,ğĝđĚ

Rav Ben-Zion Uziel in his Mishpetei Uziel also mentions the custom and emphasizes the severity 
with which customs such as these that have been so widely accepted are treated. He also suggests an 
additional significance to the number one hundred in this context.
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�� Responsa Mishpetei Uziel, Vol. 3, 
Miluim 5:5

…The custom among all the communities of Israel is to 
blow one hundred blasts of the shofar on Rosh Hashana. 
They based this on the verse written in the psalm recited 
on Rosh Hashana: “All the nations will clap hands [kaf]” 
(Tehillim #*:$). The numerical value [of kaf] is one hundred, 
and they blow a tekia gedola after that. And heaven forbid 
that one change the custom of the Jewish people, which was 
instituted and accepted by our Sages, may their memory be 
blessed. Anyone who alters [the custom], the Sages are not 
pleased with him.

		 . ,Ď ĖĤė | ĘČĕĒđĞ ĕĔĠĥĚ Ħīđĥ
Đ:Đ ęĕČđĘĕĚ

 ĐČĚ ĞđģĦĘ ĘČĤĥĕ  ĦđĢđĠĦ Ęėč đĎĐĜ  Ĥčėº
 đĐđėĚĝČđ  .ĐĜĥĐ  ĥČĤ  ĕĚĕč  ĤĠđĥ  ĦđĞĕģĦ
 Ę ĀăėÃ :ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ęđĕ Ęĥ ĤđĚĒĚč čĕĦėď ,ČĤģČ
 ČĕĤĔĚĕĎč À (č ,ĒĚ ęĕĘĐĦ) īğ Āė ăđĞ øģ üăĦ ęĕ ü ăĚ ÿĞ ĀĐ
 ĦđĜĥĘ ĐĘĕĘēđ .ęĐĕĤēČ ĐĘđďĎ ĐĞĕģĦđ ,ĐČĚ
 ĘčđģĚđ  ěģđĦĚ  ČđĐĥ  ,ĘČĤĥĕ  Ęĥ  ęĎĐĜĚ
 ęĕĚėē  ēđĤ  ěĕČ  À  ĐĜĥĚĐ  Ęėđ  .ĘīĒ  đĜĕĦđčĤĚ

.đĜĚĕĐ ĐēđĜ

RABBI BEN!ZION UZIEL " THE MISHPETEI UZIEL #1880"1953$
Rav Ben-Zion Meir Chai Uziel was the Sephardic Chief Rabbi of Mandatory Palestine from 1939 to 1948, and of the State of Israel 
from 1948 until his death in 1953.

His father, Rav Joseph Raphael (Av Bet Din of the Sephardic community of Jerusalem & president of the community council), passed 
away when Ben-Zion was fourteen years old, and Ben-Zion began delivering Torah shiurim for pay until one of his relatives was able 
to support him. Rav Uziel began teaching at Yeshivat Tiferet Yerushalayim at the age of twenty, and became Rosh Yeshiva there four 
years later. He later founded Yeshivat Machazikei Torah for Sephardic young men.
In 1911, Rav Uziel was appointed Hacham Bashi (Turkish term for Sephardic Chief Rabbi) of Jaffa and surrounding areas, where he 
worked closely with Rav Avraham Yitzchak HaKohen Kook, who was the spiritual leader of the Ashkenazi community. Immediately 
upon his arrival in Jaffa, he began to work vigorously to raise the status of the Sephardic congregations there. Being ideologically 
similar to Rav Kook, their affinity helped in establishing a harmonious relationship between the two communities.
During World War I, Rav Uziel was active as a leader and communal worker. His intercession with the Ottoman government on 
behalf of persecuted Jews and of Jewish soldiers of the Ottoman army eventually led to his being exiled to Damascus. Although he 
was permitted to return to Palestine following World War One, he was appointed Chief Rabbi of Salonika two years later, a position 
he accepted for three years. When he returned, he was accompanied by many Jews from Salonika who were motivated by him to 
make aliyah. He became Chief Rabbi of Tel Aviv in 1923, and in 1939 was appointed Chief Rabbi of Palestine.
Rav Uziel was an advocate for strong relationships between the indigenous Arab population of the new State of Israel and Jews. 
He spoke fluent Arabic and believed in peace and harmony between the two parties. He was strongly against the isolationist 
outlook of segments of the charedi community, and was also opposed to religious coercion. He held a global worldview, and saw 
the Jewish religion as having a message for the whole world. To that end, he was an advocate for secular and especially scientific 
knowledge, and strived to understand the latest scientific discoveries. He preached for working for a living and felt strongly that 
yeshiva students should not live on handouts. In addition he was also against the concept of army deferments for yeshiva students.

Rav Uziel authored a number of halachic works, including the Responsa Mishpetei Uziel, Hegyonei Uziel, and Piskei Uziel, many of 
which addressed modern halachic issues with an appreciation for the modern reality, including conversion, autopsy, and women 
voting (an issue concerning which he was one of the first rabbis to publicly support).

FURTHER IYUN
For a discussion about why there is no problem of bal tosif (adding to the mitzvot) 

when adding additional tekiot to those required, see page 354.
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We mentioned in the previous section that the first sixty shofar blasts are divided up into two sections, 
those before Mussaf, known as the tekiot d’meyushav, and those recited during the repetition of the Amida, 
known as the tekiot d’me’umad. As noted briefly by Rav Harari above, the tekiot d’meyushav, the blasts 
of sitting, are called such since one is halachically allowed to sit when hearing them, while the tekiot 
d’me’umad are referred to by this term since one is obligated to hear them while standing. In addition 
to their significance in helping to reach a total of one hundred tekiot, these two sections are significant 
for a reason already discussed by the Gemara in Rosh Hashana.

�� Masechet Rosh Hashana 16a
Rabbi Yitzchak says: Why does one sound a shofar 
blast on Rosh Hashana? Why do we sound a blast? 
The Merciful One states “Sound a shofar”! Rather, 
why does one sound a staccato series of shofar blasts 
[terua] in addition to a long continuous shofar blast 
[tekia]? Sound a terua? The Merciful One states: “In 
the seventh month, in the first day of the month, shall be

		 .:ĒĔ ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦėĝĚ
 À ?ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤč ěĕĞģđĦ ĐĚĘ :ģēĢĕ ĕčĤ ĤĚČ
 ĐĚĘ :ČĘČ  !đĞģĦ  ĤĚČ  ČĜĚēĤ ?ěĕĞģđĦ ĐĚĘ
 !īĐĞđĤĦ ěđĤėĒÃ ĤĚČ ČĜĚēĤ ?ěĕĞĕĤĚ À ?ěĕĞĕĤĚ
 ěĕĞģđĦđ ,ěĕčĥđĕ ěĐĥė ěĕĞĕĤĚđ ěĕĞģđĦ ĐĚĘ :ČĘČ

.ěĔĥĐ ččĤĞĘ ĕďė ?ěĕďĚđĞ ěĐĥė ěĕĞĕĤĚđ

a solemn rest unto you, a memorial proclaimed with a blast [terua]”. Rather, why does one sound a 
tekia and then terua while the congregation is still sitting, and then sound again a tekia and a terua while 
they are standing? In order to confuse the Satan.

The Gemara does not explain, though, what the notion of “confusing the Satan” actually means. The Tur 
explains the following:

�� Tur, Orach Chaim Siman 585
“Rav Yitzchak says… in order to confuse the Satan.” The 
explanation [of this passage is] why do we blow while seated 
before Mussaf, and then blow again? [For since the main 
institution was to blow] parallel to the order of the berachot 
[of the Mussaf Amida], why we do we precede this with the 
seated blasts? It is in order to confuse the Satan. The expla-
nation is: In order that he will become confused due to the 
first blast before the tefilla and not denounce us during the 
tefilla. And some commentaries explain that due to the first 
tekia, the [Satan] gets confused by the second, and this is 
mentioned in the Yerushalmi: “…when he hears the first blast 
he becomes somewhat confused, and says, “perhaps this is

		 .ĐĠģĦ ěĚĕĝ ēīđČ | ĤđĔ
 :ĥđĤĕĠ .īěĔĥĐ ččĤĞĘ ĕďė ºģēĢĕ ĕčĤ ĤĚČÃ
 ,ěĕĞģđĦđ ěĕĤĒđēđ ,ğĝđĚ ęďđģ čĥđĕĚ ěĕĞģđĦ ĐĚĘ
 ĐĚĘ ,ĦđėĤč Ĥďĝ ĘĞ [đĜģĦĜ ęĤģĕĞĥ ěđđĕėĥ]
 ,īěĔĥĐ ččĤĞĘ ĕďėÃ ?čĥđĕĚ ĞđģĦĘ ěĕĚĕďģĚ
 ĐĜđĥČĤ  ĐĞĕģĦč  ďĕĚ  ččĤĞĦĕĥ  ĕďė  :ĥđĤĕĠ
 ĥĕđ .ĐĘĕĠĦ ĦĞĥč ĎĤĔģĕ ČĘđ ,ĐĘĕĠĦĐ ĕĜĠĘĥ
 ččĤĞĦĚ  ĐĜđĥČĤ  ĐĞĕģĦ  ēėĚĥ  ,ęĕĥĤĠĚ
 Īē ÿĢ þĜ ĀĘ Ħ þđ Ā ăĚ ÿĐ Ğ ÿăĘ üăčĪÃ :ĕĚĘĥđĤĕč ČĦĕČ ĕėĐđ .ĐĕĕĜĥč
 Ğ ÿģ ĀăĦ üĕ Č ăđĐ ÿĐ ę āđ ăĕ ÿăč Đ Āĕ ĀĐ øđĪ čĕĦėđ ,(ē ,Đė ĐĕĞĥĕ)
 ĤĠđĥ Ęđģ ĞĚĥ ďė :(Ďĕ ,Ēė ęĥ) ĪĘ āđď ĀăĎ  Ĥ ĀĠ āđ Ĉĥ øăč
ČĕĐĐ ČĚĥÃ :ĤĚđČ ,ĘĕĐč ČĘđ ĘĕĐč À ČĜĚĕĒ Čďē
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the day of the great shofar [i.e., the redemption]?” When he 
hears the second blast, he thinks that this is certainly the 
time and becomes frightened and confused, and doesn’t 
have time to denounce us.”

!(. It should be noted that this issue is somewhat complex, and Rishonim discuss at length which of these two sets of tekiot is con-
sidered the primary one. See, e.g., Ba’al HaMa’or and Milchamot (Rosh Hashana !(b–!!a in the pages of the Rif), as well as the 
Rosh Hashana Machzor of Rav Soloveitchik, p. $$'. Rav Soloveitchik also explains (Introduction, p. xxii) that if we adopt the 
approach that the tekiot d’me’umad are the primary ones (whereby we require the shofar be blown together with the berachot 
of Mussaf), it highlights the relationship between the shofar and tefilla, possibly indicating that the experience of blowing the 
shofar should parallel and mirror that of praying to Hashem. See also p. '!$, where Rav Soloveitchik expands on the symbolism 
of the shofar as a nonverbal prayer demonstrating our emotion in a manner that is sometimes difficult to do verbally. [Addition 
of the English editors]

 :ĤĚđČ  ,ČĜĕĕĜĦ  ĞĚĥ  ďė  .īĘđďĎ  ĤĠđĥď  ČĜĚĕĒ
 ĦĕĘđ  ,ččĤĞĦĚđ  ĦĦĤĕĚđ  ,īĐĕĜĚĒ  ČĔĚ  ĕČďđÃ

.ČĕĤđĎĕĔģ ďčĞĕĚĘ ĕČĜĠ ĐĕĘ

According to the Tur, there are two possible ways that the first set of tekiot would confuse the Satan: Either 
the blasts themselves would prevent him from effectively denouncing us during the ensuing tefilla, or 
they would to cause the Satan to think that perhaps the final redemption has arrived, and upon hearing 
the second set, he would be convinced that it indeed has arrived, and this concern would prevent him 
from preparing his case against the Jewish people.
These approaches still do not explain why the custom was to sit for the first set of tekiot. Rav David ben 
Zimra, commonly known as the Radbaz, provides an answer as to why this was the case.

�� Responsa of the Radbaz, 4:25
…Furthermore let our master teach us why the community 
does not stand during the blasts…
Answer: I have already written to you that the main blasts are 
those that are parallel to the berachot [of Tefillat Mussaf]… 
but the seated blasts are only to confuse the Satan before 
the tekiot deme’umad. Due to the dignity of the commu-
nity [kavod hatzibur], they did not see fit to trouble them 
to stand, since they would later hear the tekiot d’me’umad. 
But they obligated the blower to stand like the rule of the 
actual mitzva, which is performed standing, or due to the 
dignity of the community. Therefore, one who did not hear 
the blasts during the order of the berachot [of the Mussaf 
Amida] and comes to hear them now has to stand…

		 .Đė:ď | ĒīčďĤ Ħīđĥ
 ĘĐģĐ  ěĕďĚđĞ  ěĕČ  ĐĚĘ  ,đĜĕčĤ  đĜďĚĘĕ  ďđĞº

ºĦđĞĕģĦĐ ĦĞĥč
 ęĐ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ĤģĕĞĥ ,ęėĘ ĕĦčĦė Ĥčė :ĐčđĥĦ
 º(ğĝđĚ ĦĘĕĠĦ Ęĥ) ĦđėĤčĐ Ĥďĝ ĘĞĥ ęĦđČ
 ĐĕĐĕĥ ĕďė ČĘČ ęĜĕČ À čĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦ ĘčČ
 ďđčė ęđĥĚđ ,ďĚđĞĚď ĦđĞĕģĦč ččĤđĞĚ ěĔĥĐ
 ěđđĕė  ,ďđĚĞĘ  ęĐĕĘĞ  ēĕĤĔĐĘ  đČĤ  ČĘ  ĤđčĕĢĐ
 đėĕĤĢĐđ  .ďĚđĞĚď  ĦđĞĕģĦ  ĞđĚĥĘ ęĕďĕĦĞĥ
 ĕČ .ďĚđĞĚ ČĕĐĥ ,ĐđđĢĚĐ ěĕďė ďđĚĞĕĥ ĞģđĦĘ
 ĞĚĥ ČĘĥ ĕĚ ,ĐĦĞĚđ .ĤđčĕĢ ďđčė ęđĥĚ ,ĕĚĜ
 ĞđĚĥĘ Čč ĐĦĞđ ,ĦđėĤčĐ Ĥďĝ ĘĞ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ

ºďđĚĞĘ ĖĕĤĢ À ęĦđČ

According to the Radbaz, one need not stand for the tekiot d’meyushav since the tekiot blown during the 
Amida together with the berachot of Malchuyot, Zichronot, and Shofarot are considered the primary tekiot. 10 
Therefore, the Sages did not trouble the people to stand for the tekiot d’meyushav that come before.
However, the Radbaz notes that the tokea (shofar-blower) is required to stand while blowing. The Tur 
clarifies that this halacha is derived from the halacha of sefirat ha’omer.
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�� Tur, Orach Chaim Siman 585
The blower stands in preparation for blowing, as he must blow 
while standing, as the verse says, “It shall be a day of a blast for you 
[lachem],” and we derive this [standing] from the word “lachem” 
written regarding sefirat ha’omer. And sefirat ha’omer itself is while 
standing, as it is written, “mehachel chermesh bakama,” “from [the 
time] the sickle is first put to the standing crop” (Devarim !':&); 
do not read it bakama [standing grain], rather bakoma [while 
standing up]… but the primary blasts are really the me’umad 
ones, which are parallel to the berachot [of Mussaf].

		 .ĐĠģĦ ěĚĕĝ ēīđČ | ĤđĔ
 ĞģĦĕĥ  ĖĕĤĢĥ  ,ĞđģĦĘ  ĞģđĦĐ  ďĚđĞđ
 ,īęėĘ  ĐĕĐĕ  ĐĞđĤĦ  ęđĕÃ  čĕĦėď  ,ďĚđĞĚ
 ĦĤĕĠĝđ .ĤĚđĞ ĕčĎ čĕĦėď īęėĘīĚ ěĜĕĠĘĕđ
 Ĉĥ ýĚ øĤ þē  Ę ýē ĀĐ ýĚÃ  čĕĦėď  ,ďĚđĞĚ  ĤĚđĞĐ
 īĐ ĀĚ Āăģ ÿăčÃ ĕĤģĦ ĘČ À (Ĕ ,ĒĔ ęĕĤčď) īĐ ĀĚ Āăģ ÿăč
 ĐĞĕģĦ ĤģĕĞ ęĘđĞĘ ĘčČ ºīĐĚđģčÃ ČĘČ

.ĦđėĤč Ĥďĝ ĘĞ ČĕĐĥ ,ďĚđĞĚ ČĕĐ

Although as we have seen the congregation need not stand for the tekiot d’meyushav, the Mishna Berura 
notes that the custom today is that everyone stands for all of the tekiot.

�� Mishna Berura 585:2
…The Sages did not trouble the public to stand when hearing the 
blasts due to the honor of the community… But nowadays the 
custom is to stand even during the blasts that are blown before 
Mussaf; nevertheless they are still called the “tekiot d’meyushav” 
since one is permitted to sit. If an individual hears these blasts 
with intention to fulfill his obligation, and will not hear the blasts 
corresponding to the berachot [of the Amida], he ideally must 
stand [even] according to the strict halacha.

		 .č:ĐĠģĦ | ĐĤđĤč ĐĜĥĚ
 ęđēĕĤĔĐ ČĘ ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ęĕĞĚđĥĐ ĤđčĢĐđº
 đĎĐĜ  đĕĥėĞđ  ºĤđčĢ  ďđčė  ęđĥĚ  ďđĚĞĘ
 ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ĦĞĥč ęĎ ęĘđė ďđĚĞĘ ĤđčĢĐ
 ěĕČĤģĜ ěė ĕĠ ĘĞ ğČđ ,ğĝđĚ ęďđģ ěĕĞģđĦĥ
 čĥĕĘ  ĦđĥĤĥ ĤēČĚ  īčĥđĕĚď  ĦđĞĕģĦÃ
 ęĐč ĦČĢĘ ĦđĞĕģĦ ĞĚđĥ ďĕēĕ ęČđ .ęĐč
 ĖĕĤĢ ĦđėĤčĐ Ĥďĝ ĘĞ ĞđĚĥĘ ďĕĦĞ đĜĕČđ

.ĐĘēĦėĘ ďđĚĞĘ ČĜĕďĚ
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We have seen so far that the tekiot d’meyushav and tekiot d’me’umad are considered two distinct series 
of tekiot that have somewhat different functions and halachot. Nevertheless, many Rishonim, including 
the Rambam, maintain that since all of the tekiot are designed to fulfill the mitzva of shofar on Rosh 
Hashana in its maximal form, one must not interrupt between them.

�� Rambam, Hilchot Shofar 3:11
The one that blows when they [the people] are seated [is 
the same one that] blows parallel to the berachot when they 
stand. And one may not talk between the seated blasts [tekiot 
d’meyushav] and the standing blasts [tekiot d’me’umad]…

		 .Čĕ:Ď ĤĠđĥ ĪĘĐ | ęīčĚĤ
 Ĥďĝ ĘĞ ĞģđĦĥ ČđĐ À ěĕčĥđĕ ěĐĥė ĞģđĦĥ ĐĒ
 ĦđĞĕģĦ ěĕč ĤčďĚ đĜĕČđ .ęĕďĚđĞ ěĐĥė ĦđėĤčĐ

ºďĚđĞĚĥ ĦđĞĕģĦĘ čĥđĕĚĥ

The Hagahot Maimoniot cites Rabbeinu Simcha who goes a step further with regard to interruptions 
and conversation during the tekiot d’meyushav themselves. He argues (according to the interpretation 
of the Hagahot Maimoniot) that since one is still in the midst of fulfilling the Torah mitzva of shofar, one 
would have to repeat the beracha again if one interrupts, regardless of whether one is blowing the shofar 
or listening to another blow it.

�� Hagahot Maimoniot, Hilchot Shofar 
3:9

…Rabbeinu Simcha writes, “if the blower spoke between the 
beracha and the set, [or in the middle] before he completes 
the end of the set, he must repeat the beracha, similar to 
one who speaks between the donning of the tefillin [shel 
rosh and shel yad].” Now perhaps his intention is [he must 
recite the beracha if it is] before the completion of the set of 
seated blasts, for after that he has fulfilled all the doubts [and 
cannot recite the beracha]. Rabbeinu Simcha also writes that 
“just as the blower must not talk during this time, so too the 
listeners must not speak, since the blower is their emissary 
and he fulfills their obligation, and an emissary is like the 
person himself, and it is as if the listener himself is blowing.”

		 . ĤĠđĥ ĪĘĐ | ĦđĕĜđĚĕĕĚ ĦđĐĎĐ
Čĕ:Ď

 ěĕč  ĞģđĦĐ  ēĝ  ęČÃ  :čĦė  ĐēĚĥ  đĜĕčĤđº
 À  ĤďĝĐ  Ęė  ęĕĕĝĚĥ  ďĞ  ,ĤďĝĐ  ěĕčđ  ĐėĤčĐ 
 ČĚĥđ .īĐĘĕĠĦĘ ĐĘĕĠĦ ěĕč ēĝ đĚė ĖĤčĚđ ĤĒđē
 ĒČĥ ,čĥđĕĚĥ ęĕĤďĝ ęĕĕĝĚĥ ďĞ ĤĚđĘ đĜđĢĤ
 ,ĐēĚĥ đĜĕčĤ čĦė ďđĞ .ĦđģĠĝĐ Ęė ĕďĕĚ ČĢĕ
 ěĕČ Ėė À ęĕĕĦĜĕč ēĕĝĐĘ ĞģđĦĘ ěĕČĥ ęĥėĥ
 ěēđĘĥ  ČđĐ  ĞģđĦĐđ  ĘĕČđĐ  ,ēĕĝĐĘ  ěĕĞĚđĥĘ
 ĞĚđĥĐ đĘĕČėđ ,đĦđĚė ęďČ Ęĥ đēđĘĥđ ,ěČĕĢđĚđ

.ěČė ďĞ ,ĞģđĦ đĚĢĞ

The Shulchan Aruch and Rema rule in accordance with the Rambam that it is forbidden to speak about 
anything other than the blasts or the tefilla between the tekiot d’meyushav and tekiot d’me’umad. However, 
if one did, the Rema rules that one need not repeat the beracha.
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�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 592:3
Neither the blower nor the congregation should speak between 
the seated blasts and the standing blasts.
Rema: But [interruptions] regarding issues related to the 
blasts or the tefilla are not considered interruptions. However, 
[even] if he spoke about unrelated matters, he need not repeat 
the beracha. And it is obvious that one may not speak between 
the beracha and the blasts unless it relates to the blasts.

!!. The Piskei Teshuvot also made reference to a minority opinion of the Pnei Yehoshua that one may not recite asher yatzar, but 
says here that most authorities disagree. [Additions of the English editors]

		 .Ď:čĢģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ĦđĞĕģĦ ěĕč ĤđčĕĢĐ ČĘđ ĞģđĦĐ ČĘ ēĕĥĕ ČĘ

.ďĚđĞĚĥ ĦĞĕģĦĘ čĥđĕĚĥ
 ěĕČ  ĦđĘĕĠĦĐđ  ĦđĞĕģĦĐ  ěĕĕĜĞč  đĐĕĚ  :ĐĎĐ
 ĤđĒēĘ ĖĕĤĢ ěĕČ À ēĝ ęĕĘĔč ęĕĤčď ęČđ .ģĝĠĐ
 ĐėĤč ěĕč đēĕĥĕ ČĘĥ ĤĚđĘ ĖĕĤĢ ěĕČđ .ĖĤčĘđ

.ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ěĕĕĜĞč ČĘ ęČ ,ĦđĞĕģĦĘ

The Mishna Berura elaborates on the reason for the Rema’s ruling that one need not repeat the beracha 
if one spoke during the tekiot deme’umad.

�� Mishna Berura 592:13
He need not repeat the beracha – This is not comparable 
to one who spoke between putting on the tefillin [shel rosh 
and tefillin shel yad]. For there they are two separate mitzvot, 
whereas here [all the blasts] are one mitzva. Therefore, even 
if one spoke about unrelated matters during the seated blasts, 
one need not repeat the beracha, similar to one who spoke 
after eating some [of the bread] after reciting [the beracha 
of] hamotzi, where one doesn’t need to repeat the beracha 
since it is all part of one meal. Nevertheless, the Acharonim 
advocate that if one spoke between the shevarim and terua in 
the set of tashrat, even regarding matters related to the blasts, 
although he need not repeat the beracha, he has not fulfilled 
his obligation and must repeat the blasts of that set.

		 .Ďĕ:čĢģĦ | ĐĤđĤč ĐĜĥĚ
 ěĕĘĕĠĦ ěĕč ēĝĘ ĕĚď ČĘđ À ĖĤčĘđ ĤđĒēĘ ĖĕĤĢ ěĕČ
 ěė đĜĕČĥ ĐĚ ,ěĐ ĦđđĢĚ ĕĦĥ ęĦĐď .ěĕĘĕĠĦĘ
 ēĥ đĘĕĠČ ěė ĘĞđ .ČĕĐ ĐđđĢĚ Čďē ĐĘđėď ,ČėĐ
 đĜĕČ À ěĚĢĞ čĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦ ěĕč ęĕĘĔč ęĕĤčď
 ĤēČ ĤčďĚĥ ĕĚ ĕđđĐď ĕďĕĚ] ĖĤčĘđ ĤđĒēĘ ĖĕĤĢ
 ĖĕĤĢ  đĜĕČď  ,īČĕĢđĚĐÃ  ĦėĤčĚ ĔĞĚ ęĞĔĥ
 ĘėĚđ .[ČĕĐ ĐďđĞĝ Čďē ĐĘđėď ,ĖĤčĘđ ĤđĒēĘ
 ĦīĤĥĦč ēĥĥ ĕĚď ,ęĕĜđĤēČĐ ęĕďďĢĚ ęđģĚ
 À ĐĞĕģĦĐ ĕĜĕĕĜĞĚ ğČ À ĐĞđĤĦĘ ęĕĤčĥ ěĕč 
 ČĘ ęđģĚ ĘėĚ ,ĖĤčĘđ  ĤđĒēĘ ĖĕĤĢ ěĕČĥ ğČ

.Ĥďĝ đĦđČ ĞđģĦĘđ ĤđĒēĘ ĖĕĤĢđ ,ČĢĕ

According to the Mishna Berura, the Rema holds that speaking during the tekiot (even during the tekiot 
d’me’umad) is different than speaking in between the tefillin, which are considered two different mitzvot.
Based on this understanding, it is clear that the Rema does not rule in accordance with Rabbeinu Simcha, 
who did require reciting a new beracha if one spoke in between the tekiot d’meyushav.
What is the halacha if one needs to use the facilities in between the beginning of the tekiot and 
their conclusion? May one recite the beracha of asher yatzar recited upon exiting the bathroom? The 
Piskei Teshuvot addresses this issue and states that most poskim do permit one to recite the beracha.

�� Piskei Teshuvot, Orach Chaim 592:4
And concerning reciting the beracha of asher yatzar before 
the conclusion of the tekiot d’me’umad… practically the 
other poskim !! permit reciting asher yatzar, since this halacha

		 .ď:čĢģĦ ēīđČ ,ĦđčđĥĦ ĕģĝĠ
 ĦđĞĕģĦ ĤĚĎ ęĤĔ ĤĢĕ ĤĥČ ĦėĤč ĖĤčĘ ěĕĜĞčđ
 ęĕģĝđĠĐ  ĤČĥ đĚĕėĝĐ  ĐĥĞĚĘ ºďĚđĞĚď
ĐĒ  ěĕďĥ  ěđĕė  ĤĢĕ  ĤĥČ  ĦėĤč  ĖĤčĘ  ĤĕĦĐĘ
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of not speaking until after the tekiot d’me’umad is not 
mentioned in the Gemara, and its source is in the Rif, 
Rambam, and Rosh; therefore, its halacha is similar to an 
interruption between Baruch She’amar and Yishtabach [i.e., 
Pesukei D’zimra] where the Mishna Berura (%%:() states that 
it is permitted to recite asher yatzar, and certainly during 
the tefillot of Rosh Hashana, which is long…

!". This would also seem to be the understanding of Rabbeinu Tam quoted in Tosafot (Rosh Hashana ##b). Tosafot there note 
that the custom in France and Germany concerning the tekiot blown during the chazarat hashatz (repetition of the Amida in 
Mussaf), which were blown after each of the three additional berachot, was to blow tashrat three times after the beracha of Mal-
chuyot, tashat three times after Zichronot, and tarat three times following Shofarot (for a total of thirty). But Rabbeinu Tam 
questioned why they did not rather blow a set of tashrat, tashat and tarat for each beracha because of the uncertainty of Rabbi 
Abbahu, to ensure that each series of tekiot after each beracha is blown correctly. Rabbeinu Tam did indeed rule that tashrat 
should be blown after each beracha due to the uncertainty (though he refrained from changing the custom excessively and did 
not institute tashrat, tashat, and tarat after each). 

 ČĘ  ďĚđĞĚď  ĦđĞĕģĦ  ĕĤēČ  ďĞ  Đēĕĥ  ĤđĝĕČď
 ęīčĚĤĐ  ğīĕĤĐ  ĕĤčďč  đĤđģĚđ  ,ĪĚĎč  ĤėĒđĚ
 ĤĚČĥ ĖđĤč ěĕč ĐģĝĠĐ ěĕďė đĜĕď ěėĘ ,ĥīČĤĐđ
 ĖĤčĘ  ĤĦđĚĥ  (ē:ĐĜ)  čīĚč  ĤČđčĚĐ  ēčĦĥĕĘ
 ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ ĦĘĕĠĦč ěėĥ Ęėđ ,ĤĢĕ ĤĥČ ĦėĤč

ºČĕĐ ĐėđĤČĥ

Reciting Vidui or the Yehi Ratzon Prayer Between the Tekiot

Now that we have a general understanding of the issue of interruptions during tekiat shofar, we can 
address a specific question of whether it is permitted even lechatchila (ab initio) to recite the special 
prayer printed in many machzorim in between the sets of the shofar blasts. In the Sephardic machzorim, 
it is referred to as “vidui,” while in the Ashkenazic machzorim it is one referred to as the “yehi ratzon.” Is 
one permitted to say these prayers during the tekiot d’meyushav in between the tashrat and tashat or 
the tashat and tarat?
In order to understand the dispute among the Acharonim about this point, we need to better understand 
the nature of the enactment of Rabbi Abbahu that was mentioned in the previous section. As mentioned 
there, the Gemara explains that Rabbi Abbahu instituted the practice of blowing shevarim-terua as the 
terua (placed in between the tekia blown before and after). This was due to the question of whether the 
word terua mentioned in the Torah refers to an extended moan or short whimpers. At first glance, this 
would seem to be based on uncertainty as to exactly how to blow the correct terua, and that is how the 
Shulchan Aruch understood it (above, source 18). 12 The Shulchan Aruch, in turn, based his opinion on the 
Rambam, who says explicitly that uncertainty existed as to how to blow the terua.

�� Rambam, Hilchot Shofar 3:2
With regard to the terua mentioned in the Torah, we are 
uncertain about it due to the many years and length of the 
exile, and we don’t know what the nature of it is… there-
fore we do them all.

		 .č:Ď ĤĠđĥ ĪĘĐ | ęīčĚĤ
 ģĠĝ Đč đĜĘ ģĠĦĝĜ ,ĐĤđĦč ĐĤđĚČĐ đĒ ĐĞđĤĦ
 ěĕĞďđĕ  đĜČ  ěĕČđ  ,ĦđĕĘĎĐ  čđĤđ  ęĕĜĥĐ  ĖĤđČ  ĕĠĘ

.ĘėĐ ěĕĥđĞ đĜČ ĖėĕĠĘ ºČĕĐ ĖČĕĐ

However, the Rosh cites the opinion of Rav Hai Gaon (also cited in the Ran, Rosh Hashana 10a in the 
pages of the Rif ) that all of the variations for the definition of a terua (i.e., shevarim, terua, and shevarim-
terua) are considered valid terua sounds, and one fulfills his obligation with any of them. According to 
Rav Hai, the purpose of Rabbi Abbahu’s enactment was so that everyone would follow the same practice.
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�� Rosh, Rosh Hashana 4:10
Rav Hai Gaon wrote in a responsum: “Do not think that a doubt 
arose during the times of Rabbi Abbahu… This was the case from 
time immemorial that there were different customs among Israel: 
Some communities sounded the terua as “yevavot kalot” [what we 
call teruot]. Other communities sounded heavier moans, which 
are known as shevarim. But both these and those [communities] 
fulfill their obligation, as the heavier shevarim are considered 
terua, and the yevavot kalot are considered terua. This seemed 
like a dispute, even though it was not a dispute… but the Sages 
of this locale agree that shevarim are considered terua, and the 
Sages of that locale agree that yevavot are considered terua. When 
Rabbi Abbahu came, he saw fit to institute that all of Am Yisrael 
would follow one practice, and not have [differences] between 
them that would appear to the unlearned people as a dispute.

		 .ĕ:ď ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ | ĥīČĤ
 ĕė  ,đčĥēĦ  ĘČ  :ĐčđĥĦč  ĕĕČĐ  čĤ  čĦė
 ĐĕĐ Ėėđ ºĐĒ Ĥčďč ģĠĝ đĐčČ ĪĤ ĕĚĕč ĐĘĠĜ
 :ĘČĤĥĕ ĘėĘ ĎĐĜĚ ęĕĜđĚďģ ęĕĚĕĚ ĤčďĐ
 ęĐĚđ .ĦđĘģ Ħđččĕ īĐĞđĤĦÃ ęĕĥđĞ ęĐĚ
 đĘČ .īęĕĤčĥÃ ěĐĥ ,ęĕďčė Ħđččĕ ęĕĥđĞ
 ęĕďčė ęĕĤčĥ ĕė  ,ěĦčđē ĕďĕ  ěĕČĢđĕ  đĘČđ
 .ěĐ  īĐĞđĤĦÃ  ĦđĘģ  Ħđččĕđ  ,ěĐ  īĐĞđĤĦÃ
 ĕĠ  ĘĞ  ğČ  ,ĐģđĘēė  ĐČĤĜ  ĤčďĐ  ĐĕĐđ
 ęĕďđĚ đĘĘĐ Ęĥ ęĕĚėēđ ºĐģđĘē ĐĜĕČĥ
 đĘĘĐ Ęĥ ęĕĚėēđ ,ęĐ ĐĞđĤĦ īęĕĤčĥÃ ĕė
 ĪĤ  Ččĥėđ  .ěĐ  ĐĞđĤĦ  īĦđččĕÃ  ĕė  ęĕďđĚ
 ĘČĤĥĕ Ęė đĐĕĥ ,ĐĜģĦ ěģĦĘ ĐČĤ đĐčČ
 Ĥčď ęĐĕĜĕč ČĐĕ ČĘđ ,ďēČ ĐĥĞĚ ěĕĥđĞ

.ĐģđĘēė ĐČĤĜ ĦđĔđĕďĐĘĥ

The question of whether one can recite vidui/yehi ratzon in between the sets may hinge upon this dispute 
between the Rishonim: If only one set is actually correct (e.g., tarat, tarat, tarat), but we are in doubt which 
set it is (the opinion of most Rishonim), then it would be prohibited to interrupt between the beracha 
and the performance of the mitzva. However, if one accepts the approach of Rav Hai Gaon that all of 
them fulfill the requirements of a terua, then one has already fulfilled one’s obligation with the first set, 
(tashrat, tashrat, tashrat), and it would be permitted to recite the additional prayers in between the sets.
The Mishna Berura appears to take the first approach. He rules that although it is permitted to interrupt 
between the tekiot d’meyushav and the tekiot d’me’umad about matters related to the tekiot or with the 
tefilla itself, nevertheless one may not interrupt during the tekiot d’meyushav themselves. Therefore, he 
rules that one should not recite the vidui/yehi ratzon – rather, one should contemplate the words should 
one wish without verbalizing it.

�� Mishna Berura 592:12
But the tefillot are not considered an interruption – In other 
words, it is permitted to speak between the tekiot d’meyushav 
and the tekiot d’me’umad about those matters. See Derech Chaim 
who holds that from the time of the beracha until the end of the 
tekiot d’meyushav it is prohibited to interrupt even with tefillot. 
Therefore, one should not recite the yehi ratzon that is printed 
in the machzorim interspersed in the tekiot d’meyushav. Rather, 
one should contemplate it in one’s heart and not verbalize it. 
Alternately, one may say the yehi ratzon at the conclusion of the 
tekiot d’meyushav.

		 .čĕ:čĢģĦ | ĐĤđĤč ĐĜĥĚ
 ěĕčď  ,ĤĚđĘ  đĜđĢĤ  À ģĝĠĐ  ěĕČ  ĦđĘĕĠĦĐđ
 ĐĘĕēĦėĘ ĕĤĥ ďĚđĞĚĘ čĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦ
 ,īęĕĕēĐ  ĖĤďīč  ěĕĕĞđ  .ęĜĕĕĜĞĚ  ēĕĥĐĘ
 ĦđĞĕģĦ  ğđĝ  ďĞ  ĐėĤčĐ  ěĕčď  đĦĞďĥ
 ,ĦđĘĕĠĦč  đĘĕĠČ  ģĕĝĠĐĘ  ĤđĝČ  čĥđĕĚď
 ęĕĤđĒēĚč ĝĠďĜĐ īěđĢĤ ĕĐĕīĐ ĤĚČĕ ČĘ ěėĘ
 ĘČđ đčĕĘč ĤĐĤĐĕ ģĤ ,čĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ěĕč
 ĤēČ  īěđĢĤ  ĕĐĕīĐ  ĤĚČĕĥ  đČ  ,đĕĠč  ČĕĢđĕ

.čĥđĕĚď ĦđĞĕģĦĐ ĤĚĎ
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However, in the Sha’ar HaTziun, the Chafetz Chaim cites the opinion of Rav Yaakov Emden who is 
lenient. The Chafetz Chaim consequently concludes that one should not rebuke those who are lenient.

!#. Rav Benzion Abba Shaul (Responsa Ohr Letzion, Orach Chaim !:#)) Rav Mordechai Eliyahu (Responsa of the Chief Rabbin-
ate, Vol. !, year &*$%–&*$), siman !*'), and other Sephardic poskim also rule this way.

!$. This is the language of the Zohar (Vol. #, Parshat Pinchas, p. "#!b): Regarding this, the Babylonians ( Jews) don’t know the 
secret of the yevava [shevarim] and the yelala [terua]; and they do not know that both are needed. The terua is a harsh judgment, 
while the three shevarim are a softer judgment, [similar to] one who moans from his heart, which is lighter. The Babylonians 
did not know which one is needed and therefore did both. But we [those living in Eretz Yisrael] do know, and we do both [as 
both are needed], and everything is done according to the way of truth.

!&. Rav Ovadia Yosef suggests that there should be a safeik sefeika, a double doubt, allowing for leniency: Perhaps the halacha fol-
lows Rav Hai Gaon that all the forms of terua are valid, and even if the halacha follows the Rambam and the other commen-
taries that only one type is actually valid, there is still a doubt that perhaps the first set (tashrat) is the valid one, and if one 
recites the vidui afterward, it is not an interruption, as one has already fulfilled one’s obligation. Nevertheless, he ultimately 
rejects this logic and argues that it is all the same uncertainty, and not a double doubt. Furthermore, he writes that following 
the enactment of Rabbi Abbahu, even Rav Hai Gaon would agree that one must hear all the blasts and one may not interrupt 
in between them.

�� Sha’ar HaTziun, 592:15
But the opinion of the Gaon, our master Rav Yaakov Emden, 
in his siddur is to be lenient. In his opinion, the intention of 
the Magen Avraham [the original source of the ruling] was 
only to be stringent between the beracha and the [first] blast. 
Therefore, where the custom is to be lenient, one should not 
rebuke them.

		 .đĔ:čĢģĦ | ěđĕĢĐ ĤĞĥ
 ěĕďĚĞ  čģĞĕ  ĕčĤ  čĤĐ  đĜĤđĚ  ěđČĎĐ  ĦĞďđ
 ěĎĚīĐ  ĦĜđđė  ,đĦĞďĘđ  .ĐĒč  ĘģĐĘ  đĤđďĕĝč
 .ĐĞĕģĦĘ ĐėĤč ěĕč ģĤ ĤĕĚēĐĘ ČđĐ īęĐĤčČ
.ęďĕč ĦđēĚĘ ěĕČ À ěė ěĕĎĐđĜĥ ęđģĚč ěė ĘĞđ

Rav Ovadia Yosef cites the Arizal, who was also lenient on this issue. According to the Arizal (and the 
other poskim that follow him), 13 it is important to recite the vidui between the tekiot, and according to 
the Zohar, all of the sets are actually valid (and there is no problem of interrupting). 14

�� Responsa Yechaveh Da’at 1:55
…However, in the Shaar Kavanot (p. &)a) it states that the 
Arizal would recite vidui silently during the tekiot d’meyushav 
such that his ears couldn’t hear it. He would say that the state-
ment in the Zohar prohibiting specifying one’s sins on Rosh 
Hashana is only when confessing them aloud. But [saying 
them] silently at the time of the blowing of the shofar, when 
the Satan is confused and does not pay attention to denounce 
us, then the words of the vidui join together with the sound 
of the shofar.” Similarly, the Shela writes “that it is appropriate 
to recite the vidui between the sets”…  !%

		 .ĐĜ:Č | ĦĞď Đđđēĕ Ħīđĥ
 ďđĚĞ  Ģ  ğď)  īĦđĜđđėĐ  ĤĞĥÃ  ĤĠĝč ęĜĚČº
 ĦđďđđĦĐĘ  ĎĐđĜ  ĐĕĐ  ĘīĒ  ĕīĤČĐĥ  ,ĤĚČĜ  (Č
 ěĠđČč  ,čĥđĕĚď  ĤĠđĥ  ĦĞĕģĦ  ĦĞč  ĥēĘč
 ĐĚ ĕė ,ĤĚđČ ĐĕĐđ .đĕĜĒČĘ ĞĕĚĥĚ ĐĕĐ ČĘĥ
 đĕČĔē ĥĤĠĘ ĤđĝČĥ ,ĤĐđĒĐ  ĤĠĝč đĤĚČĥ
 Ęđģč  ĐďđđĦĚĥė  Čģđď  đĐĒ  À  ĐĜĥĐ  ĥČĤč
 ĒČĥ  À  ĤĠđĥ  ĦĞĕģĦ  ĦĞč  ĥēĘč  ĘčČ  ,ęĤ
 ĒČ  À  ĎĤĔģĘ  ēĕĎĥĚ  đĜĕČđ  ,ěĔĥĐ  ččĤĞĦĚ
 ,ĤĠđĥĐ Ęđģ ĦđĤčēĦĐč ęĕĘđĞ ĕđďĕđđĐ ĕĤčď
 ,īĦĕĤčĐ ĦđēđĘ ĕĜĥÃ ĤĠĝč čĦė ěėđ .ěČė ďĞ

ºĤďĝĘ Ĥďĝ ěĕč ĦđďđđĦĐĘ ěđėĜĥ
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According to the basic halacha recorded by the Shulchan Aruch, women are exempt from the mitzva 
of shofar, as it is a time-bound mitzva (mitzvat aseh shehazman gerama).

!'. For this reason, if there is a second shofar blowing following the tefilla for all those who missed the regular tekiot, the tokea 
should not recite the beracha himself if only women are present (if there are men, the halacha is subject to the dispute mentioned 

�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 589:3
A woman is exempt as this is a time-bound mitzva.

		 .Ď:ĔĠģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ěĚĒĐĥ ĐĥĞ ĦđđĢĚ ĕđđĐď ęđĥĚ ,ĐĤđĔĠ ĐĥĕČ

.ČĚĤĎ

Nevertheless, women have accepted upon themselves to fulfill this mitzva as an obligation, as mentioned 
by Rav Akiva Eiger. For this reason, women generally try to attend shul on Rosh Hashana.

�� Responsa of Rabbi Akiva Eiger, 
Mahadura Kamma 1, Hashmatot

…And it seems that in truth they are not obligated in this 
mitzva, since it is a time-bound mitzva. Nevertheless, most 
of our women are stringent upon themselves, and are care-
ful and zealous to fulfill most time-bound mitzvot, such as 
shofar, sukka, lulav, and also kiddush on Yom Tov, and this 
is considered as if they have accepted it upon themselves…

		 . | ĤĎĕČ ČčĕģĞ ĕčĤ Ħīđĥ
ĦđĔĚĥĐ ,Č ČĚģ ĐĤđďĐĚ

 ,đĒ ĐđđĢĚĐ čđĕēč ěĜĕČ ĦĚČčď ,ĐČĤĜ ĐĒĘđº
 čđĤ ęđģĚ ĘėĚď ČĘČ .ČĚĤĎ ěĚĒ ĕđđĐď ěđđĕė
 ĦđĒĕĤĒđ  ĦđĤĕĐĒđ  ,ěĚĢĞĘ  ěĕĤĕĚēĚ  ěďĕď  ĕĥĜ
 ěđĎė  À  ěĚĤĎ  ěĚĒĐĥ ĐĥĞ  ĦđđĢĚ  čđĤ  ęĕĕģĘ
 ĕđđĐđ À čđĔ ęđĕ ĥđďĕģč ěėđ ,čĘđĘ ,Đėđĝ ,ĤĠđĥ

ºđĐĕĕĘĞ đĘčĕģė

Although women may fulfill the mitzva, there is a famous dispute as to whether they may recite the 
beracha upon doing so. According to the Shulchan Aruch, they should not recite the beracha, while 
according to the Rema, they should recite it.

�� Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 589:6
Although women are exempt from [the mitzva of shofar], they 
may blow. And likewise, after [a man] has already fulfilled his 
obligation, he may blow again to allow the women to fulfill 
their obligation. However, they do not recite a beracha and 
no one recites a beracha on their behalf.
Rema: The custom is that women do say a beracha on a time-
bound mitzva; therefore here too, they should recite a beracha 
for themselves. But others who have already fulfilledtheir 
obligation should not recite the beracha for them if they are 
blowing just for women. !' But if one blows for a man who 
is obligated, [another] may recite the beracha for him, even 
though he has already fulfilled his obligation…

		 .đ:ĔĠģĦ ēīđČ | ĖđĤĞ ěēĘđĥ
 ěėđ .ĞđģĦĘ ĦđĘđėĕ À ĦđĤđĔĠ ęĕĥĜĥ ĕĠ ĘĞ ğČ
 ĘčČ .ěČĕĢđĐĘ ĞđģĦĘ Ęđėĕ À Ĥčė ČĢĕĥ ĤēČ

.ěĐĘ đėĤčĕ ČĘđ ,ĦđėĤčĚ ěĕČ
 ĦđđĢĚ  ĘĞ  ĦđėĤčĚ  ęĕĥĜĐĥ  ,ĎĐĜĚĐđ  :ĐĎĐ
 ĐĜėĤčĦ  ěČė  ęĎ  ěė  ĘĞ  ,ČĚĤĎ  ěĚĒĐĥ  ĐĥĞ
 đČĢĕ Ĥčė ęČ ěĐĘ đėĤčĕ ČĘ ęĕĤēČ ĘčČ .ěĚĢĞĘ
 ĥĕČĘ ěĕĞģđĦ ęČ ĘčČ .ęĕĥĜĘ ģĤ ěĕĞģđĦ ěĕČđ
ºđČĢĕ Ĥčėĥ ĕĠ ĘĞ ğČ ,đĘ ěĕėĤčĚ À čĕĕđēĚĐ
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As is the case for most halachic issues, Ashkenazic custom regarding this issue follows the Rema, while 
Sephardic custom generally follows the Shulchan Aruch. Nevertheless, the Kaf HaChaim comments on 
the ruling of the Rema that the custom in some areas is that even Sephardic women recite the beracha.

in footnote $). Rather, each one should recite the beracha themselves, or alternatively, one woman may recite the beracha for 
everyone else. [Addition of the English editors] 

�� Kaf HaChaim, Orach Chaim 589:31
And the custom is that women do recite a beracha, etc. – 
This is the custom of the Ashkenazim, following the ruling of 
Rabbeinu Tam and those who held like him… And also with 
regard to Sephardim, if there are places where women have 
the custom of reciting the beracha, one should not rebuke 
them… And also because where there is a custom, we do not 
apply the principal of “safeik brachot lehakel [one is lenient 
in matters of uncertainty related to berachot],” as is known.

		 .ČĘ:ĔĠģĦ ēīđČ | ęĕĕēĐ ğė
 ĕĜč ĎĐĜĚ đĜĕĕĐ À Īđėđ ,ĦđėĤčĚ ęĕĥĜĐĥ ĎĐĜĚĐđ
 ęĎđ º ăĐĕ ý ăĚ üĞ øď ăđ ęĦ đĜĕčĤ ĦĞďė ęĕĎĐđĜĥ ,ĒĜėĥČ
 ęĕĥĜĐ  ěĕĎĐđĜĥ  ,ĦđĚđģĚ  ĥĕ  ęČ  :ďĤĠĝ  ĕĜčč
 ČĘ ĎĐĜĚ ęđģĚč ĕė ,ęĎđ ºĦđēĚĘ ěĕČ À ĖĤčĘ

.ĞďđĜė ,īĘģĐĘ ĦđėĤč ģĠĝÃ ěĜĕĤĚČ

Rav Ovadia Yosef notes that a woman who has accepted upon herself to hear the shofar every year may 
not nullify the custom (or any other positive custom that she has voluntarily accepted upon herself ) on 
a permanent basis unless she performs hatarat nedarim (annulment of vows).

�� Responsa Yabia Omer, Vol. 2, 
Orach Chaim 30

I was asked regarding a woman who had the custom of 
hearing the shofar on Rosh Hashana and similarly fulfilling 
other mitzvot that are time-bound, such as sitting in the 
sukka and shaking a lulav. But now that she is unable due 
to sickness and the like…the question is whether she needs 
to do hatarat nedarim due to her previous practice, when 
she had not stated she was doing so bli neder.
…However, we can still say that in the instance of sickness 
and the like, in such cases women didn’t accept upon them-
selves to perform positive time-bound mitzvot. [Rather] 
they performed them on the assumption that they would 
only fulfill them when possible, but where it isn’t possible 
they would not need to perform hatarat nedarim.
…How much more so in our case may one be lenient with-
out hatara, for there are some Acharonim who hold that even 
if they want to nullify their custom altogether, it would be 
permitted. Now although it is worthy to take into account 
the stringent opinions, nevertheless where one is unable to 
do so for a specific year and intends to return and perform 
the mitzva in future years, there is no need for annulment, 
for they only accepted it on this basis [that they perform 
the mitzva only when possible].

		 . ,č ģĘē | ĤĚđČ Ğĕčĕ Ħīđĥ
Ę ēīđČ

 ĞđĚĥĘ  ęĕĜĥ  ĐĚė  ĐĎĐĜĥ  ĐĥĕČč  ,ĕĦĘČĥĜ
 ĦđđĢĚ ĤČĥ ęĕĕģĘ ěėđ ,ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤč ĤĠđĥ Ęđģ
 ĘđĔĕĘđ Đėđĝč ĦčĥĘ ěđĎė À ČĚĤĎ ěĚĒĐĥ ĐĥĞ
 ČĢđĕėđ ĕĘđē ĦĚēĚ ĐĝđĜČ ČĕĐ ĐĦĞđ À čĘđĘ
 ČĘđ ,ěė ĐĎĐĜĥ ĐĚ ĘĞ ĐĤĦĐ ĐėĕĤĢ ęČ ºĐĒč

.īĤďĜ ĕĘčī ĐĕĐĕĥ ĐĤĕėĒĐ

 ČĢđĕėđ ĕĘđē Ęĥ ĐĤģĚčĥ ,ĤĚđĘ ĥĕ ěĕĕďĞ ęĘđČº
 ĐĥĞ ĦđđĢĚ ęĕĕģĘ ęĐĕĘĞ ęĕĥĜĐ đĘčģ ČĘ ĐĒč
 ČėĕĐ ģĤ ęĚĕĕģĘ đĎĐĜ ěė ĦĞď ĘĞđ ,ČĚĤĎ ěĚĒĐĥ
 đėĤĔĢĕ ČĘ À ĤĥĠČ ČĘď ČėĕĐ ĘčČ ,ĤĥĠČď

.ĐĤĦĐ ĦđĥĞĘ
 ČĘč ĘģĐĘ ĥĕĥ ,ěďĕď ěđďĕĜč ěėĥ Ęė ĐĦĞĚđº
 ęĕĤčđĝĐ  ęĕĜđĤēČ  ĐĚė  ĥĕĥ  ěđĕėĚ  ,ĐĤĦĐ
 .ĦđČĥĤ ĕĤĚĎĘ ěĎĐĜĚ ĘĔčĘ đĢĤĕ ęČ đĘĕĠČĥ
 ęđģĚ ĘėĚ ,ęĕĤĕĚēĚĐ ĦĞďĘ ĥđēĘ ĕđČĤĥ ĕĐĜđ
 ęĎĐĜĚĘ ĤđĒēĘ ęĦĞďđ ,ĦēČ ĐĜĥĘ ĝĜđČ ĥĕĥė
 ĘĞĥ ,ĐĤĦĐ ĦđėĕĤĢ ěĜĕČ ,ĦđČčĐ ęĕĜĥĘ ęďđģĐ

.đĎĐĜ ěė ĦĞď
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I have found that the Gaon, our master Rav Yosef Chaim 
Zonnenfeld, in his responsa Salmat Chaim (!:(() writes that 
in this case it isn’t considered a vow, for since she is unable to 
blow the shofar for herself, she didn’t accept it upon herself. But 
for this reason… if she wants to completely nullify her custom, 
she does require hatara…

 ęĕĕē  ğĝđĕ  ĕčĤ  đĜĤđĚ  ěđČĎĐĘ  ĕĦČĢĚđ
 (ēĠ:Č)  īęĕĕē  ĦĚĘĥÃ  Ħīđĥč  ďĘĠĜĜđĒ
 ěđđĕė ,ĤďĜ ČĜđđĎ  ĕČĐė čĕĥē ČĘď ,čĦėĥ
 ĐĘčģ  ČĘ  À  ĤĠđĥč  ĞđģĦĘ  Đďĕč  ěĕČĥ
 ĐĎĐĜĚ ĘĔčĘ ĐĢđĤ ęČ ĕėĐ ęđĥĚđ ºĐĕĘĞ

ºĐĤĦĐ ĐėĕĤĢ À ĔĘēĐč

Nevertheless, Rav Ovadia adds that in order to remove any doubt, it is best that her husband have her 
in mind when he performs hatarat nedarim on the eve of Rosh Hashana.

�� Ibid.
…However, to cover all concerns it is best that her husband 
have her in mind when he performs hatarat nedarim that we 
are accustomed to doing on the eve of Rosh Hashana. For even 
regarding vows, a husband may become an emissary for his 
wife… and certainly for a custom, as many have the custom of 
saying: Permit for us and for our wives… and all this I say on the 
side of the ideal option. But the strict halacha is that no hatara 
is needed for women who have accustomed themselves to fulfill 
all of the time-bound positive mitzvot…

		 .ęĥ
 ĐĘĞč ěđđėĕĥ čđĔ ,ČĦĘĕĚď ČēđđĤĘ đĐĕĚđº
 čĤĞč ĦđĥĞĘ ęĕĎĐđĜĥ ęĕĤďĜ ĦĤĦĐč ĐĕĘĞ
 ĐĥĞĜ ĘĞč ęĕĤďĜč ğČ ĕĤĐĥ .ĐĜĥĐ ĥČĤ
 Ęėđ ºĕĚĕĕģđ ĕĠĜėĚď ČėĕĐ ,đĦĥČĘ ēĕĘĥ
 ĤĚđĘ ęĕĎĐđĜĥ đĚėđ ,ČĚĘĞč ĎĐĜĚč ěėĥ
 ĤĚđČ ĕĜČ ĐĒ Ęėđ ºīđĜĕĥĜĘđ đĜĘ đĤĕĦĦĥÃ
 À  ěĕďĐ  ĤģĕĞĚ  ĘčČ  .čđĔ  ĤĦđĕĐ  ďĢ  ĘĞ
 Ęė ęĕĕģĘ đĎĐĜĥ ,ęĕĥĜĘ ĐĤĦĐĘ ĖĤđĢ ěĕČ

ºěĚĤĎ ěĚĒĐĥ ĐĥĞ ĦđđĢĚ
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De!nition of the Mitzva

!. Rambam/Tur –  To hear the shofar blasts.
$. Rabbeinu Tam/Semag –  To blow the shofar.
". Gemara Rosh Hashana –  Even the blower does not ful+ll the mitzva when 

hearing the echo of the shofar alone, which supports the Rambam.
#. Mishna Rosh Hashana –  One must hear the shofar from a person who is 

obligated in the mitzva, which supports Rabbeinu Tam.
%. Chazon Ish –  Although the mitzva is to hear the shofar, one must hear it from 

a “kol shofar shel mitzva,” meaning that the blower is an intrinsic part of the 
process.

'. Shulchan Aruch –  Rules that the formulation of the beracha is to hear the shofar.

"e Amount of Blasts

!. Rosh Hashana 77b/Shulchan Aruch –  ,e Torah obligation is to hear nine 
blasts on Rosh Hashana.

$. Rosh Hashana 77b –  It is uncertain whether a terua is a very short sound called 
a whimper (terua) or a slightly longer sound called a moan (shevarim).

". Rosh Hashana 78a –  Rabbi Abahu instituted blowing a shevarim and a terua 
due to the question as to what the sound terua actually is (shevarim or terua).

#. Shulchan Aruch –  Everyone needs to hear a minimum of thirty blasts to remove 
any doubt, consisting of three series of tashrat, tashat, and tarat each.

%. Aruch/Shulchan Aruch HaRav –  ,e accepted custom is to blow one hundred 
blasts, corresponding to the cries of the mother of Sisera.

'. Aruch Hashulchan –  Ashkenazic custom is not to add a terua gedola at the end 
of the hundred blasts.

*. Mikraei Kodesh –  Sephardic custom is to hear one hundred and one blasts, 
the last one being a terua gedola, while Ashkenazic custom today is to blow one 
hundred tekiot.

(. Mishptei Uziel –  Suggests an allusion to the number one hundred from Tehillim 
#* and declares that the Sages are not pleased with anyone who deviates from 
this custom.
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Tekiot D’meyushav and Tekiot D’me’umad

!. Rosh Hashana 9:a –  We blow the tekiot before Mussaf while si-ing and the 
ones during Mussaf while standing in order to confuse the Satan.

$. ;e Tur’s Explanation of “Confusing the Satan” –  ,e primary blasts are 
during the te!lla. We blow beforehand either:
a.  So that this will confuse Satan and he will not be able to denounce us before 

the primary blasts.
b.  So that the Satan thinks the redemption is coming and will not bother to 

denounce the Jewish people.
". Radbaz –  We sit during the +rst thirty tekiot because these are not the main 

ones and the Sages didn’t trouble the people to stand for them.
#. Tur –  ,e main mitzva of shofar blowing must be performed while standing 

based on a parallel to the mitzva of se!rat ha’omer.
%. Mishna Berura –  ,e Ashkenazi custom is to stand even for the blasts before 

Mussaf.

Interruptions During Tekiat Shofar

!. Rambam –  One should not speak between the tekiot d’meyushav and the tekiot 
d’me’umad.

$. Rabbeinu Simcha –  If the blower spoke between the beracha and the end of the 
+rst set of blasts, he needs to repeat the beracha.

". Shulchan Aruch –  Neither the blower nor those listening to the shofar may 
speak between the tekiot d’meyushav and the tekiot d’me’umad.

#. Rema –  If he spoke about unrelated ma-ers, he doesn’t repeat the beracha.
%. Mishna Berura –  Even if one spoke within the +rst set of blasts, one doesn’t 

repeat the beracha.
'. Piskei Teshuvot –  One may recite asher yatzar in between the tekiot a.er using 

the facilities.

Reciting Vidui or Yehi Ratzon Between the Sets of Blasts

!. Rambam –  ,ere is a real doubt how to ful+ll one’s obligation of a terua.
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$. Rosh/Rav Hai Gaon –  One can ful+ll one’s obligation with any of the di/erent 
terua blasts.

".  ,e question of reciting the vidui or yehi ratzon may depend on this dispute:
a. Rambam –  One should not recite them.
b. Rav Hai Gaon –  One may recite them.

#. Mishna Berura –  One should not verbalize them, but contemplate them in 
one’s mind.

%. Shaar HaTziun –  Since Rav Yaakov Emden was lenient to say them, one 
shouldn’t rebuke those whose custom is to do so.

'. Rav Ovadia Yosef –  One should not recite the vidui between the blasts.

Women and the Mitzva of Shofar

!. Shulchan Aruch –  Women are exempt from hearing the shofar as it is a time-
bound mitzva.

$. Rabbi Akiva Eiger –  Women have accepted upon themselves to hear the shofar.
".  May women recite a beracha over the shofar blowing if the man blowing has 

already ful+lled his obligation?
a. Shulchan Aruch –  Women may not recite a beracha over the shofar.
b. Rema –  Women may recite a beracha in this situation.
c. Kaf HaChaim –  Even some Sephardic women recite a beracha, and there is 

no need to protest.
#. Rav Ovadia Yosef –  If she will not hear the shofar for one speci+c year but 

intends to hear it in future years, she does not need to do hatarat nedarim, 
though it is best if her husband has her in mind when he performs it.
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"e Proliferation of Shofar Blasts and the Prohibition of Bal Tosif

Rav Joel Kenigsberg (Graduate, the Manhigut Toranit program)

!. Devarim $:".
". Devarim !#:!.
#. Devarim !*:!!.

According to the Torah, only nine 
kolot (blasts) of the shofar are required 
to be sounded on the day of Rosh 
Hashana. However, the Gemara in 
Rosh Hashana describes how, due to 
uncertainty as to the precise nature of 
the shofar blasts required by the Torah, the Sages 
enacted blowing a minimum of thirty blasts. 
At a later point in history, various other kolot 
were added until our present-day custom of one 
hundred or 101 tekiot was established.

This addition of tekiot above and beyond 
those required by the Torah raises a halachic 
dilemma. Why do these additional blasts not 
contravene the prohibition of bal tosif – the 
prohibition to add on to the Torah’s commands? 
In this essay we will explore several classical 
approaches of resolving this issue, which will 
also shed light on the nature of the bal tosif 
prohibition.

;e Prohibition of Bal Tosif
Twice in Chumash Devarim, the Torah prohibits 
us from adding on to its commands. The prohi-
bition first appears in Parshat Va’etchanan:

 ę þė øĦ þČ Đ þăđ ÿĢ øĚ ĕ üėāĜ ĀČ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ Ĥ Āč Āăď ÿĐ Ę ÿĞ ăđĠ üĝāĦ ČŞ
 ĪĐ  Ħ āđ øĢ üĚ  Ħ þČ  ĤāĚ ø Ĉĥ üĘ  ăđ ăĜ þ ăĚ üĚ  ăđĞ øĤ øĎ üĦ  ČŞ øđ

  :ę þė øĦ þČ Đ þăđ ÿĢ øĚ ĕ üėāĜ ĀČ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ ę þėĕ ýģŞ ùČ
You shall not add to the matter that 
I command you, and you shall not 
detract from it, to observe the mitzvot 

of Hashem your God that I command you.

It is repeated again in Parshat Re’eh:
 ăđĤ øĚ ø Ĉĥ üĦ āđĦāČ ę þė øĦ þČ Đ þăđ ÿĢ øĚ ĕ üėāĜ ĀČ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ Ĥ Āč Āăď ÿĐ Ę Āăė Ħ ýČ

  : ăđ ăĜ þ ăĚ üĚ Ğ ÿĤ øĎ üĦ ČŞ øđ đĕ ĀĘ ĀĞ ğ ýĝāĦ ČŞ Ħ āđ ĉĥ úĞ ÿĘ
Everything that I command you, you should 
observe it, do not add to it, and do not detract 
from it.

However, this prohibition appears to contra-
dict another explicit verse in the Torah. In 
Parshat Shoftim we are told:

 ăđĤ øĚČāĕ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ Ĕ Ā ăĠ ø Ĉĥ ü ăĚ ÿĐ Ę ÿĞ øđ ĀĖ ăđĤ āđĕ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ Đ ĀĤ āđ ăĦ ÿĐ ĕ ü ăĠ Ę ÿĞ
 ěĕ üĚ Āĕ ĀĖ øĘ ăđďĕ üăĎ ÿĕ Ĥ þ Ĉĥ úČ Ĥ Āč Āăď ÿĐ ě üĚ Ĥ ăđĝ ĀĦ ČŞ Đ þĉĥ úĞ ÿăĦ ĀĖ øĘ

  :ĘČāĚ øĉĥ ăđ
According to the Torah that they instruct 
you, and for the judgment that they tell you 
to do, do not deviate from what they tell you 
right or left.
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This verse serves as the source for the author-
ity of the Sanhedrin to enact new decrees and 
safeguards 4 over and above that which is explic-
itly written in the Torah. Yet this authority stands 
in direct contradiction to the aforementioned 
prohibition of bal tosif. The Rishonim struggle to 
resolve this seeming paradox. The Rambam, for 
example, writes as follows:

 ĤĦđĚĐ Ĥčď ĤđĝČĘđ  ĤđĒĎĘ  ěĕď  ĦĕčĘ ĥĕđ  ĘĕČđĐ
 ĕĤđĝĕČ ĤĕĦĐĘ ěĐĘ ĥĕ ěėđ ĦđĤđďĘ đĤđĝĕČ ďđĚĞĕđ
 ğĕĝđĦ ČĘ ĐĤđĦ ĐĤĕĐĒĐĥ ĐĒ đĐĚ ĐĞĥ ĕĠĘ ĐĤđĦ
 ĐĤđĦ ĕĤčď ĘĞ ğĕĝđĐĘ ČĘĥ ,đĜĚĚ ĞĤĎĦ ČĘđ đĕĘĞ
 ČđĐĥ Ĥčďč ęĘđĞĘ ĤčďĐ ĞđčģĘđ ěĐĚ ĞđĤĎĘ ČĘđ
 ĘĞčĥ ĐĤđĦč ěĕč čĦėčĥ ĐĤđĦč ěĕč  ĐĤđĦĐ ěĚ
 čĘēč ĕďĎ ĘĥčĦ ČĘ ĐĤđĦč čđĦė ĕĤĐ ďĢĕė ,ĐĠ
 ĘĥčĘ ĤĝČ čđĦėĐ ĐĒĥ đďĚĘ ĐĞđĚĥĐ ĕĠĚ đĚČ
 Đĕē Ĥĥč ěĕč ĐĚĐč Ĥĥč ěĕč ,čĘēč Ĥĥč ĘđėČĘđ
 Ħĕč Čđčĕ ęČ ,ĐĤđĦĐ ěĚ čĘēč ĤĦđĚ ğđĞĐ Ĥĥč ĘčČ
 ĤđĝČĕ ęČđ ,ĞĤđĎ ĐĒ ĕĤĐ čĘēč Đĕē Ĥĥč ĤĕĦĕđ ěĕď
 ěĚ ĤđĝČ ČđĐđ ĕďĎĐ ĘĘėč ČđĐĥ ĤĚČĕđ ğđĞĐ Ĥĥč
 ĤĦđĚ ğđĞĐ Ĥĥč ĤĚČ ęČ ĘčČ ,ğĕĝđĚ ĐĒ ĕĤĐ ĐĤđĦĐ
 ĐĤĒĎ ČđĐĥ ęĞĘ ĞĕďđĜđ đĦđČ ĤđĝČĜ đĜČđ ĐĤđĦĐ ěĚ
 ĕĜĠĚ ĤĦđĚ ğđĞĐ đĤĚČĕđ Đčđē ĤčďĐ ěĚ Ččĕ ČĘĥ
 ,ĐĥĤĠĦĜ ČĘ ĕĤĐĥ ĦĤĦđĚ ĐĕēĐ Ėė ĥĤĠĦĜ ČĘĥ
 ,ĒĞĐ ěĚ ġđē ĦĤĦđĚ ĐĚĐč Ĥĥč ğČ ĤĚđĘ ĤēČ Ččĕđ
 đČ ĐĤĠ čĘēč ĤĦđĚ ĒĞĐ Ĥĥč ğČ ĤĚđĘ ĤēČ Ččĕđ
 ĤēČ Ččĕđ ,đĜĕĚ ČĕĐĥ đĚČ ČĘČ ĤĚČĜ ČĘĥ ĐĥčėĐ
 ĤĚČĜ ČĘĥ ĤĦđĚ đĚČ ĐĜĕČĥ ĒĞĐ čĘēč ğČ ĤĚđĘ
 Ĥĥč đĘĕĠČ čĘēč Ĥĥč Ęė ĤđĝČĜ ĖėĕĠĘ ,đĚČ ČĘČ
 Ęė ěėđ ĐĤđĦĘ Ďĕĕĝ ĐĥđĞ ČĘČ ğĕĝđĚ ĐĒ ěĕČ ,ğđĞ

  .ĐĒč ČĢđĕė
According to the Rambam, the prohibition 

for the beit din to add to the Torah’s commands 

$. The Ramban (Hasagot of the Ramban to the Rambam’s Sefer Hamitzvot, shoresh !), though, writes that the above pasuk only 
gives the Sages the authority to interpret the pesukim and explain halachot for which they have an explicit tradition, but does 
not include their authority to enact new rabbinic decrees. However, the question of how rabbinic decrees interact with the 
prohibition of bal tosif is certainly valid according to the Ramban as well.

&. Rambam, Hilchot Mamrim ":).
'. See Rashi to Devarim $:" where he gives examples of the prohibition of bal tosif “such as five parshiyot in tefillin, five species of 

lulav [i.e., the lulav and four more], and five tzitzit.”
*. See below where we bring further sources from the Rambam to reject this explanation.

applies only if they add new laws and claim 
that their source originates in the Torah itself. 
However, new decrees that are rabbinic in nature 
are permissible so long as that point is made clear 
– that these are additional enactments made 
by the Sages. Thus, Chazal had the authority 
to ban the consumption of chicken along with 
milk, since they did not present that prohibi-
tion as being from the Torah (which includes 
only consuming meat and milk), but rather they 
presented it as being forbidden by rabbinic law.

The Ra’avad, in his comments to the Rambam, 
disagrees. According to the Ra’avad, since there is 
an obligation to safeguard the Torah’s laws by 
enacting rabbinic decrees, any additional decrees 
would be permitted, even if it was implied that 
they are of Torah origin. The only way in which 
one would transgress the prohibition of bal tosif, 
says the Ra’avad, would be by altering a positive 
commandment such as lulav, tefillin or tzitzit. 6 
The Rambam and Ra’avad thus argue whether 
bal tosif could apply to the enactment of rabbinic 
decrees and the extension of negative command-
ments in some cases, or merely to the fulfillment 
of positive commandments. Some have suggested 
that the argument is broader and relates to the 
very nature of the subject of this prohibition – 
according to the Rambam, the prohibition is 
addressed to the beit din, while according to the 
Ra’avad it would be addressed to the individual. 7

Bal Tosif as it Applies to Tekiat Shofar
Two of the major Rishonim address the glaring 
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difficulty as to why the additional shofar blasts 
enacted throughout the ages would not be a viola-
tion of bal tosif.

Tosafot in two places in masechet Rosh Hashana 8 
explain that bal tosif applies only when one adds 
additional elements to an existing mitzva, such as 
adding an additional species to the lulav bundle 
on Sukkot, but performing the same mitzva 
twice would not constitute a violation. Thus, 
one may shake a lulav several times on the day 
of Sukkot, consume matzah multiple times on 
the night of Pesach, and blow the shofar on Rosh 
Hashana even beyond the minimum amount of 
blasts required by the Torah. According to this 
approach, our current practice would constitute 
the repetition of the mitzva rather than signifying 
an addition to the Torah’s command. 9

The Rashba takes a different approach. In his 
commentary to the Gemara, 10 he quotes Tosafot’s 
question and answer but responds that, in fact, 
the question does not even arise in the first place. 
According to the Rashba, bal Tosif is a prohibition 
that applies solely to an individual who adds 
additional commandments or elements to exist-
ing commands out of his own volition. When it 
comes to enactments by our Sages, however, they 
were given the authority to add on to the Torah’s 
laws by virtue of the verse in Parshat Shoftim. The 
additional shofar blasts are an established practice 
dating back to the Gemara and thus do not consti-
tute a prohibition.

At first glance there would seem to be a major 

%. Rosh Hashana !'b and Rosh Hashana "%b.
). This explanation ties in with the Gemara’s reasoning (Rosh Hashana !'b) for why we blow both tekiot d’meyushav before Mus-

saf and then tekiot d’me’umad again during Mussaf. The Gemara explains that this is in order to “confound the Satan”. As Rashi 
explains: đĕĤčď ěĕĚĦĦĝĚ - ĦđđĢĚĐ ĦČ ěĕččēĚ ĘČĤĥĕ ĞĚĥĕĥė. According to the explanation provided by Tosafot, the way we 
express our love of the mitzva is simply by repeating it again and again, even once we have discharged our obligation!

!(. Rashba’s commentary to Rosh Hashana !'a.
!!. The second set of tekiyot, which are blown as part of Mussaf, as opposed to tekiot d’meyushav, the first set of blasts, which are 

blown before Mussaf.
!". See, for example, Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Tefilla Ch. !$ and Hilchot Lulav Ch. *.

disagreement between the Rashba and Tosafot. 
The Rashba implies that our extra shofar blasts 
do constitute an additional element to the Torah’s 
command, but are nevertheless permitted, as 
they were enacted by the Sages. According to 
Tosafot, though, such is not the case. Rather, we 
are dealing with the repetition of a mitzva, which 
is permitted in any event. What is the basis for the 
argument between these two great authorities?

One might surmise that the argument between 
Tosafot and the Rashba is similar to the argu-
ment between the Rambam and the Ra’avad. 
The Rashba seems to be following the Ra’avad’s 
premise that the prohibition of bal tosif applies 
not to the beit din, but only to an individual. 
Thus, by following the Sages’ enactment of tekiot 
d’me’umad, 11 there can perforce be no prohibition. 
Tosafot, by contrast, hold (as does the Rambam) 
that the beit din could theoretically transgress bal 
tosif, and thus they need to explain differently – 
that in this case we are dealing with the double 
performance of the unaltered mitzva.

However, closer inspection reveals that this is 
not the case. First, although the Rambam empha-
sizes the role of the beit din regarding bal tosif, it 
is explicit in several places in the Mishneh Torah 
that the Rambam holds that an individual as well 
can transgress bal tosif. 12 The Minchat Chinuch 
explains that the Rambam’s main discussion in 
the aforementioned passage is the verse of “ČĘ 
ĤđĝĦ” and the authority of the beit din to enact 
new decrees. It is in this context that he relates 
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to bal tosif, rather than aiming to give a broader 
definition of the scope of the prohibition, but in 
fact he agrees that an individual can transgress 
the prohibition. 13

Furthermore, while the Rashba and Tosafot 
may have given different explanations as to how 
to resolve the question of tekiat shofar in regard 
to the prohibition of bal tosif, that does not neces-
sarily indicate that they completely disagree on 
the nature of bal tosif. Several of the Acharonim 
suggest that Tosafot would certainly agree 
with the Rashba that following certain types of 
rabbinic decrees would not constitute a violation 
of bal tosif, yet they maintain that this reason-
ing alone is not sufficient to explain the case of 
tekiat shofar. For example, the Pnei Yehoshua 
argues that the authority of the Sages is limited 
to circumstantial change that could not have been 
relevant at the time of matan Torah (such as the 
miracles of Chanukah and Purim), but where 
nothing has changed, the Sages would be unable 
to make a new decree without violating bal tosif. 14 
The reasoning behind the extra shofar blasts (“to 
confound the Satan”) is something which had 
always been relevant, and for this reason Tosafot 
had to find an alternate answer to the question of 
why bal tosif would not apply. The Aruch L’Ner 
though rejects this explanation, 15 since there are 
many examples of rabbinic enactments not result-
ing from circumstantial change. 16 He argues that 

!#. Minchat Chinuch, Parshat Re’eh, Mitzva $&$.
!$. Pnei Yehoshua, Rosh Hashana !'b.
!&. Aruch L’Ner, Rosh Hashana !'b.
!'. These include rabbinic prohibitions regarding Shabbat and forbidden relationships.
!*. Chiddushei HaGrach al HaShas, Rosh Hashana "%b.
!%. This can be compared to the mitzva of kiddush on Shabbat night. On a Torah level, it would be sufficient simply to say the 

words of kiddush. However, the Sages enacted that the kiddush should be said over wine.
!). Rav Chaim proves this premise through a careful analysis of the wording of the Rambam. See Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Shofar 

Ch. #. In Halacha *, the Rambam states that the community is obligated to hear the tekiot along with the berachot of Mussaf. 
In Halacha !(, where he details the order of additional blasts, the Rambam begins with the words “the prevalent custom.” In 
addition, the Gemara (Rosh Hashana !'b) questions the reason for these additional blasts without providing a source for a 
rabbinic enactment.

the additional tekiot are not a bona fide rabbinic 
decree (as evidenced from the fact that no addi-
tional beracha is said) but rather an established 
custom. Thus, the rabbinic immunity from bal 
tosif is lacking.

This last point is echoed in the explanation 
provided by Rav Chaim Soloveitchik. 17 He 
begins with the basic premise that the Sages never 
enacted the blowing of additional shofar blasts. 
The enactment of Chazal was that those tekiot that 
are sounded on Rosh Hashana need to accom-
pany the berachot of Mussaf – Malchuyot, Zichronot 
and Shofarot. Thus, in order to discharge one’s 
obligation on both a Torah and rabbinic level it 
would be sufficient to have one set of shofar blasts 
alone – the tekiot d’me’umad. 18 The prevalent 
custom to blow twice, in order to confound the 
Satan, is simply that – a custom. The Sages who 
enacted when the shofar has to be blown never 
enacted that it has to be blown additional times. 
That was a custom that developed independently. 19

Accordingly, explains Rav Chaim, Tosafot 
could not have answered that there is no bal tosif 
because we are following a rabbinic enactment –  
because there is no rabbinic enactment to blow 
the shofar twice! The blowing of the tekiot d’mey-
ushav discharges the Torah obligation to hear 
the shofar, while the tekiot d’me’umad blown 
together with the berachot of Mussaf discharges 
our rabbinic obligation too. Were it not for the 
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reasoning given by the Gemara (“to confound 
the Satan”) one set of blasts would have been 
sufficient, even on a rabbinic level.

The Rashba, by contrast, explains that 
although there is no rabbinic requirement to blow 
the shofar twice, we have still not discharged our 
rabbinic obligation to hear the shofar along with 
the berachot following the first set of tekiot. Thus, 
we are still obligated on a rabbinic level to hear 
the shofar again. Nonetheless, according to both 
the Rashba and Tosafot, the decree was to hear 
the shofar along with the berachot, not to blow 
additional blasts.

A ;ird Approach
A third approach can be found in the commen-
taries of the Ramban and the Ritva. While not 
explicitly addressing the question of bal tosif, 
they suggest an alternate explanation of the tekiot 
d’me’umad that sheds light on our subject as well.

As mentioned previously, the original obli-
gation of blowing nine shofar blasts mandated 
by the Torah were expanded to thirty tekiot due 
to uncertainty about the precise nature of the 
sound required by the Torah. It would follow 
that just as thirty blasts are required to discharge 
our obligation as part of tekiot d’meyushav, so too 
all thirty should be required to be blown as part 
of tekiot d’me’umad. However, this is not the case. 
The Rishonim provide several different customs 
as to how many blasts are to be blown along with 
Mussaf. The majority of the opinions brought do 
not require all thirty blasts, which would have 
alleviated all doubts as to the correct terua. 20

"(. See Shulchan Aruch &)":! and commentaries there.
"!. Milchamot Hashem, Rosh Hashana !!a.
"". Ritva, Rosh Hashana #$a.
"#. These Rishonim point to a similar idea found regarding the blowing of instruments on fast days.
"$. See also Levush (+.,. &%&:#) who writes that, because the Torah used the term “ĐĞđĤĦ ęđĕ”, the implication is that the mitzva of 

blowing the shofar applies the entire day. Thus, even though the minimum amount of tekiot is stipulated by the Torah, one may 
continue blowing the shofar the entire day, and every additional blast would constitute the fulfillment of the mitzva.

Both the Ramban 21 and the Ritva 22 explain 
in their commentaries that the shofar blasts 
that accompany the berachot of Mussaf are of a 
different nature than the blasts before Mussaf. 
While the tekiot d’meyushav come to discharge 
our obligation of hearing the shofar, the tekiot 
d’me’umad come to discharge our obligation as 
part of prayer itself. It is less important what 
precise blast is blown; what is critical is that the 
prayer is accompanied by the cry of the shofar. 23

We can now understand why these additional 
blasts constitute no violation of bal tosif. Rather 
than adding elements to the mitzva of shofar, 
these blasts come to serve as part of a different 
mitzva altogether.

In summary, we have seen that the prohibi-
tion of bal tosif exists as an explicit ban on adding 
elements to the Torah’s commands. The mitzva 
of shofar would seem to be a case in point where 
we do exactly that. The Rishonim provide several 
explanations as to why our additional tekiot do 
not constitute a violation:

1. Tosfot explain that the prohibition is only 
to add elements to an existing mitzva, but 
there is no prohibition to perform a mitzva 
multiple times. 24

2. The Rashba explains that since the addi-
tional blasts stem from a rabbinic decree, 
they fall under the authority of the Sages 
to make new enactments and do not violate 
bal tosif.

3. The Ramban and the Ritva understand the 
additional blasts to be a part of the mitzva of 
prayer, rather than the mitzva of shofar itself.
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in %&"! by Rabbi Yitzchak Yaakov Reines, and is led today by 
Rabbi Doron Perez.

Eretz Hemdah has been at the vanguard of producing 
talmidei chachamim for the Religious Zionist world for the 
past three decades. It has produced many responsa for 
modern-day questions that have arisen over the last two 
decades. Some of these responsa are included at the end of 
the shiurim. Eretz Hemdah is headed by Rabbi Yosef Carmel 
and Rabbi Moshe Ehrenreich.


